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For the Editorial Sub-Committec, Dralt Ptogram Committec
With the publication of "Program year.* At the same time, the NEC ap
Questions," the Draft Program Com- proved an "Initial Report on Basic
mittee of the Communist Party opens Program," prepared by the present
public discussion on the preparation of secretary of the Program Committee
u basi. program. All those interested jointly with a sub<ommittee of the
in helping chart the American road NEC, as providing a basis for beginning
to so,cialism are invited to participete. systematic work on program. Sirnilar
'fhe r6th National Convention of action on the Initial Report was taken
the C,ommunist PartY, meeting in independently by the Draft Program
February 1957, instructed the National Committee (with one member againsg
and two abstentions).
Crcmmittee to proceed with the prepaThe initial Report did not seek ro
ration' of a basic written Program,
present
in advance a complete series
uneand
clearly
"define
will
which
quivocdly the viewpoint of American of programmatic principles, or comeommunists on all fundamental prob- ponent parts of a draft program, nor
lems of the struggle for socialism in even an outlifie for a program. Its
the United States." The present Draft purpos€ was to seek from the outset
Program Committee of twenty mem- the basis for a unified view, or at least
bers- was elected by the National Ex- a community of thinking, with respect
ecutive Committee in MaY of this to some central concepts of the road
to socialism within the present world
cbntext. It therefore s€t forth, as a basis
r The memb€a of the Dmft Program Com' for discussion and elaboration in the
Chadene Alexander, Jams-S. rlllm
process of preparing a draft program,
-;nd-ite:
Birde
G;."t"ti, Herbert Aptheker, Alaanjler
views on what is meant by "our road
lrety^.Hg'
Em, lvlrtin Chancey, .Lug€ne

to socialism," by peaceful transition
nffi ff-8:*-ff "s., "iI: to socialism, and by people's governHg[fr''r#x'*'*'ii''
8no
Veinstone' Jaqes
Toohey, \filliu
-I)ennr-s,
Jackson' - Llau(le
nett. Simon Gercn, Jama .E.

-west,

$F."tt'l*'#q,':S#'Ent
fffuTffi
and Luocr.

ment. Arti€les based on this preparatory
document will be submitted foi discuision in issues of Political Affairs.

POLII'ICAL AFFAIRS
The "Program Questions" herewith
published incorporate the thinking of
the great majority of the Draft Program Committee, with respect to procedure and general approach.

With respect to the latter, it is our
view that the work of prepa.ration

must start from an examination of the
problems of the present and of develop-

ments and trends now discernible.

From such an examination, the program
should provide a line of solution lead-

ing toward socialism. We do not propose to irnagine what a Socialist Amer-

will

be like under whatever conditions may prevail in the future. The
socialist solution must be presented as a
proiection of the immediate struggles,
class alliances and trends, in their
development. It will be necessary to de-

ica

frne clearly the meaning

of

socialism

as a system of society. We should speak

of. the potentials

States,

ot a

Socialist United

of how socialism,

where it

exists, has solved the key questions we

confront, and of the meaning of our
historical epoch, the world transition
to socialism. Flowever, the major part
of the program, in the opinion of the
Committee, must deal with the preIiminary aspects along the road to socialism, with the minimum objectives
rather than with the ultimate, starting
from the specific conditions and trends
.at the present level of development of

the class forces.

Secondly, the Committee considers
that there is no model program for us

to follow. We should learn what we
can from the programs of other Com-

preparing
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a

basic written prqJram,

therefore, is to be seen as a really maior
undertaking. If we are successful, it
will be the first written basic program
for this country produced by any Marx-

tically the entire Committee that it was
not ready to do so, in view of the
complexity of many of the problems
that have to be dealt with in a basic
program, and also because of the continuing divergence of views or some

groups to the present time, Marxists
have grappled with the problem of
charting ihe road to s&ialism in thc
United States. But outside of such p,rogrammatic statements as appeared in
election platforms, policy reports, PE-

fundamental questions, as well as lack
of darity with respect to other prob-

ist group or party. It is quite true that
from the earliest pioneer socialist

ambles, and convention resolutions, no

basic program for the road to socialism
ir^r the United States has yet been prG
duced in authoritative written forrn
Our main concern should be to provide
such a solid base and framework to our
proposed program that it will prove
to be of more than passing interest.
If approached in this fashion, the pro
grarn can become a powerful instrument for raising the socialist consciousness of the workers, revitalizing the

Therefore, the very process of preparing a dratt program must also become a process of clarification, of

!

mutual study and discussion, of enlightenment of each other and of others.
The effort must be collective on a broad
scale. It has to be the outcome of an
expanding wave of serious study and
discussion

at all

method

iircumstances, a draft
vance by itself and handed down for
discussion would be inefiective and
perhaps totally inadequate. The Program-Cornmittee is charged with the

iask

of

preparing

a draft of a

basic

program, to be submitted by the Naiion"at Committee to the mlmbership
for discussion and for final action at a

cedure, since the draft would have
subject to full debate and basic r
tion. But it was the judgment of

preparation.

phasized the necessity for a critical
application and further development
of the basic Marxist tenets, as they are
applied to changing conditions and to
the concrete characteristics of our coun-

try an{ of our times. The very process
of application of Marxist principles to
concrete conditions is of necesiJty also
a process of reexamination and eiaboration of these principles,
The real differences

of view that

{evelop are not over this proposition,
but revolve around the direition in
which the reexamination and elabora-

tion proceed. In this respect also, tlre
Program Committee adopts the position
of the r6th National Conventibn that
it is necessary. to guand against opportunism of either variety, be it Right

ing" strength that is resident within
the Communist movement and in opportunism (revisionism) or "L€fr"

gram Committee that, under

prescnt
prepared in ad-

of

brought to bear upon the problems of
program. The real and potential "thinkcircles around

Thirdly, with respect to gencral
procedure, it is the view of the Pro-

stages

The best Marxist-Irninist thinking in
America should be "mobilized" and

entire Left, and building the Party.

munist Parties, from how they solve
problems similar to our own, and

from their theoretical treatment. But
the program will have to be distinctively our own product. The work of

lems.

class in the struggle fo,r socialism. For
purposes of program work, we adopt
the basic approach as set fonh in the
r6th National Convention, which em-

the task.

it

has to be aroused to

It is for these reasons that

the Committee chose the rather unusual
of involvement of the Party

ranks and

of the

in

opening

of public

tteparatioa of a draft
program, rather than proceeding im-

discussion

to the writing of the dgaft.
The Committee is well aware that
the program cannot be an eclectic
document, containing contradictory
views and approaches, nor can it be a
series of compromises in principle.
Obviously, we do not start with a
'tlean slater" in the sense that we set
out to discover a new set of basic principles. We start from the premise that
mediately

the principles of Marxism-Leninism are
fully applicable to our economy and
our timC, and serve as the most potent

ideological weapon

of the

working

A critical application of
Marxist-Leninist principleJ 1o our .onsectarianism.

ditions should not be equated with

revisionism, which is a departure from
these principles.

Nor should the

of the basic tenets against

defense

revisionist
tendencies be equated with dogmatism,
which obscures the many real problems

of program with abstract schemes de,old any relation ro time and place.
In "{the work of preparing a -draft
program,

it

is particularly perrinent to

6ght against both these tendencies.
Which will prove to be the greater
obstacle

will

be seen not

in the a6stract,

but in the very process of debating oui
th_e
..concrete questions of projram.
While guarding against prevaifing pulls
and tugs in a revisionist directionl we
should avoid falling into dogmatic positions, and we should encourage Jnd
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welcome fresh and exploratory thinking about our problems.
a, tUe Convention said, the Program

must define the position "clearly-

and
achieve
onder
unequivocally."
this,'the Co-mmittee agreed, the style
of work and procedures must be such
as to facilitate-full and free discussion,

Ih

with the right of

to

each member to

fully safeguarded. It
to strive for the best
informed and most lrcid statements of
present his views

i"U f"

necessary

divergent views, when these occur, so
that Easic decisions on substance can
be made effectively. As regands its own
work, the Draft Program Committee
is adopting procedures that will allow

for thi fil presentation of views, for
svstcmatic diicussion, and for decision'
'While realizing the need for a free
discussion, the Committee also is aware
that such a discussion might become

aimless and even futile unless it is
directed toward specific programmatic
ouestions. and is carried out in an orjanized way. As the initiai step in this
Sirection, the Committee has prepared
a series of questions and topics covering the entire range of Program, to
serve as tlre basis fot otganrzatlon ot
Drosram work and discussion.

' Tt

entire field"in the light of the socialist
oersoective.

^

Pirhaps some may feel overwhelmed

by the scope of the undertaking, and
wonder how we are going to answer
within a reasonable time the maoY
problems posed in the Program Ques-

ro*.

of them of great complexity.
As we have already said, the preParation of a basic Program is a maior
efiort, requiring much work. But the
proiect *iy noi apPear too formidable
if we m"kl a number of things clear.

iiorrr,

In the Erst placc, the Program Quce

tions are not intended as the outline
of the draft prograrn. This would
emerge fruther along in S" Pryfr"tionsl They merely pose the problems

that have to be considered, in one way
or another, in connection with the

preparation of a program. A definitive
,.r.*.r will not be found at this time
to all the questions which are posed.
On some if may have to Prove suffrcient to delineate the direction in which
an answcr will emerge; some questions
now raised may not even figure in thc

draft program. But all the
and viewpoints presented

material

in the pro'

of examining and discussing thesc
ouestions will have to be taken into

cess

Program Questions oE€n a
for examination, study, ex'
field
wide

,'..orrrrt

L.rtr"l iocus is 'uPon the struggle
asainst monoPolY, which is seen as
tf;. *rit obrt".i. to the efforts of
ih. working class and its allies
to assure piaceful co-existence, eco'
nomic security for all, the defense and
extension of' democracY and Negrg
righs, and the extension of socid and
frontiers. M"nY Problems
"fit"t"t
necessarily cnter into such a tunda-

iot-ex.eed 3z to 48 printed pages and
which should be written in a popular
and lucid style, will incorporate thc
conclusions reached, and the necessary
afgumentation to sustain them, b-u1
wi"thout the vast amount of material
and used in is preparation.
'produced
Secondly, it should be kePt in mind
purpose of the Questionc
that the basic -the
substantial thinking
is to harvest
and knowledge that alrcady exist in

oloration, discussion and debate' Their

mcntal

.*"*i*tion,

which must asses

Communist and Left circles, and to induce further explo,ration and thinking
along progammatic lines. It will no
doubt be noted that a veriuble cncy-

recent changes and must also view the

in

drafting

a

Program. Thc

prosram itself, which preferably should

clopedia

of

Marxist-I:ninist

science

could be preparcd on the basis of the
Program Qucstions. If work on the

i
i

i
I

I

Questions inspires long-range Marxist
studies all the betterl we are in great
need of these. But in connection with
the prqgram, it is not our purpose to
launch vast research proiects. Researbh
will be essential to establish the pcrtinent facts in certain areas of program,
particularly those dealing with recent
changes, and this will be organized by
the Committee. The Committec taftes

this occasion to inuite people speciolly
aerscd in certain fields themselues to
ofier their analysis and conclusions lor
oar consideration. Such efforx will bc
hemtily uelcomed.

With full recognition of the necessity

of specialized, scientific researctr, we also view research in the
broader sense. This is the research car-

and merit

ried on collectively by

C,ommunists

active.in the working-class and progres-

sivc movements with a view to summarizing experience, and drawing pro-

gramrnatic conclusions. It requires the
gathering in of the facts, their analysis

ind

assessment, especially

at the local

and regional levels where such experiences are more colilnonly had at first
hand. In most places this would mean
that practically all programmatic questions would have to be studied in con
nection with those areas of Program
dealing with the labor movement, the
Negro fteedom struggle, and political

action. But

to

it

would be insufficient

gather together and' assess
the raw material of experience on a
local or regional basis. It will also be

merely
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necessary, where such Program proiccts

are set up by the Party in the various
states and localities, to rclatc the sectional experiences to nation-wide problems and trends and to study them in
the light of basic principles and perspectives.

It is this kind of research,

carried on by people who have strared
experiences in struggle and arc now
seeking by mutual efiort and a sinccre
exchange of opinion to discern the
"line of march," that is most esscntial
in the preparation of a draft program.

Even

at the

expense

of considerable

overlapping and perhaps undue lengt'h,
the Questions attempt to provide the
necessary programmatic elements for
this kind of research in all the major
divisions of prograrn"
Third, close examination of the Questions will reveal that they are not all
of the same type. Some merely raise
a question for discussion, others single
out an area or topic for research and
study. But perhaps the maiority of the
questions already embody a line of
thinking in the way they are posed, including an answer or the directioo in
which the answer is to be sought The

Program Questions as

a

whole

are

therefore somewhere between the mere
raising of pertinent problems and the
statement of a position. The C.ommittee has no desire to hide the fact that
the document as a whole does have an
intrinsic direction and line, based in

the fi.rst place upon Marxist-kninist
premises, and seeking to exend these
basic principles to new problems, in
some cascs pres€nting new formulations which may themsclves be open
to question. Clearly, the mere act of
choosing the questions thought pertinent, and the way they are posed, must
of necessity reflect a direction of basic

POLIfiCAL AFFAIRS
thinking and approach. Furthermore, 9f prgparation that aothing. prerynlod
since tlie central^ficus of the Questions for-discussion can be considered dcis upon the struggle against mon-gPol{ 6.nitive, and this lPplies to the Program
in ail its e.onomii, social and political Questions as well. As work on.-Pr-oaspects, [urny new problemsr-arising gram, pro€eeds, no doubt.it will be
fr6m ie..nt'.corro*ic changes, have found that elements not included in
a, question as now formulated, or in'
been presented
-- deed
all
entirely new questions, may have
include
to
taken
also
Care was
ouestions which mieht be considered to be introduced. And as conclusioru
,i,irfri" the controveriial area, although and viewpoints are Preiseoted, we can
it must also be stated that in most expect that certain questions will be
cases such questions were formulated singled out as more important than
in accordanci with a single viewpoint, others. In any case, the Committee feels,
ih" or. developed in the Initial Ripo4, the Program Qu91io-ns . as. now forThe question on the "welfare state," mulated ofier a solid beginning for inand work.
for example, or various propositions quiry
present.underF5iqg: the Comthe
In
.o&istence,
peaceful
to
respeci
with
.Larlv embodv a definition and a char- mittee feels, it is inadvisable to set a
aaeriLation, and other examples of a fixed target dale {or_ the completion
similar kind can be cited. ilowever, of the first draft of the program. We
this does not mean that the presenta- share with many others the desire to
tion and discussion of any other view- have a basic program as soon as Pospoint is thereby excludid. In other sible. But the Committee is also C*g"d
iords, the viewpoint embodied in the bV t-. thought that the determining
*^y i quesrion is posed is itself. open consideration has to be the achieveto discu^ssion in c6nnection with the ment of the necessary clarity, comexamination of the substance of the munity of thinking, and common perspective which will make possible an
ouestion.
A f.* members of the Draft Com- eisential unity around a precisely for*i*" trr. indicated basic differences mulated basic prograrh, Provisionally,
with the views expressed in some ol it is thought that perhaps. an adequate
the questions. There are also shades draft can b.e grepar.ed within a_ye r,
of diilerences among the members ol but much before then it should bc
the Committee on tliis or that proposi- possible to formulate mutually lgrTd
iiorr. Orre member views the eniirJ ap. upon approaches to various fundaoro".h and procedure as a mistake. mental aspects of the program, going
fuo*.u.r, the program
Questions as a beyond_the beginn_ing made.in the Pio"prevailing
approach gram Questio.ns. We envision. utgpwhole refect the
" has
of the by-step procedure. The Committee
coursi
the
in
in the Committee.
15,
rg58,
as
the
targgt
set
November
oi.o"r"tior6 and discussions, members
first
round
papers
date
for
a
of
by
views
diverger,rt
with
if ih. Co*r"ittee
oo difi.r..rt shades of opinion will have those who have undertaken.,program
to present their po- projects. At that time, we will be in a
every oppottunity
-better position to ascertain the central
sition.
It should also be clear in this stage questions upon which there is agree-
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ment, the most important problems
that still need to be debated, and the
program tasks that should be given
priority. It may be possible at that time
to s€t more definite target dates leading

toward the complction of the Draft. As the organizations of the Communist. Party set up spocial projects and
study groups for work on program, it
is _expected that the Party membership
will be involved broadly-in the preparation of the draft program. But iveryone, Communist and non-Communist,
who is sincerely interesred in helping

chart the American road to socialism
is, invited to participate. They are

asked to cornment on the substance of
any of the questions, to send in material, and to offer answers. If they
wish, they may prepare papers for thl
consideration of the Committee, or, if

they choose, they may offer their conrments for publication.
The Draft Program Committee must,
of course, itself assume the responsibility

for the drafting of the program. I1
must also reserve for itself the right

to supervise the publication of all material pertaining to program. A special
section of Poliucal Affairs will be offered each month for this purpose, and
the Committee will seek to iisue such
special publications as may be needed
on a national scale. Basic materials
prepared under the auspices of the

All

Committee, or other materials submitted to it, will be made available for gcneral discussion by decision of the Draft
Program Committee. It is the intention
to make every efiort to assure the best
informed and clearest prescntation ot
divergent views, and to guarantee that
the discussion proceeds in an orgao-

ized way, leading to clarification and
toward docision. All participants are
asked to substantiate their conclusions

with revelant material and cited

sour-

on matters that may bc
considered controversial or original in
ces, especially
concept.

We are aware that the approach and
procedures adopted by the Committee
might raise the danger of a formlcss

and aimless discussion. But we are
confident that the participants themselvcs will guard against this danger,
without sacrificing anything in -thc
way of fresh and challenging interpretations. Far overshadowing whatever
shortcomings there may be in the

method which we have chosen are the
benefits to be obtained from a serious
caovass of the accumulated thinking
and experiences of a broad segment o-f

the American Marxist and progressive
movement. We look forward to the

fraternal and mutual clarification that,
we are sure, will contribute to the revitalization and unity of the Communist
and progressive movement.

contributions to the program discussion should be sent to:

|altrs S. Arr,EN, Secretary
NATIONAL .PROGRAM COMMITTEE
z3 West z6th Street, New York rq N. y.

PROGRAM QUESTTONS
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Progam 0uestions
A. THE CRITICAL PROBLEMS OF OUR SOCIETY AND THE
SOCIALIST GOAL

r. The Cisis ol Anterican Socicty. A crisis of general proportions: the economy is inherendy unstable and proceeds through recurrent economic breakdowns,
our foreign policy is catastrophic, democracy is basically threatened by reaction,
cultural and moral values are undermined. By curbing the power of monopoly,
labor and the democratic forces can take steps towards alleviating aspects of
the crisis. But socialism oflers the only fundamental solution; the road to socialism has to be charted as w'e fight against present dangers.
z. Production lor Profit. (a) Why is the exploitation of labor for private
profrt the essen@ of capitalism and the root of the iniustices of our timcl (b)
how it is the base of the class struggle in our society and leads to the historic
role of the working class in the abolition of exploitation of man by man; (c)
how in the monopoly stage of capitalism the drive for maximum profits accentuates the general crisis of the capitalist system, confirming the analysis and
prediction of Marx and Lenin; (d) why the science of Marxism is a reliablc
guide to social progress and the socialist goal.

3. Science and Society. (a) Why the vast potential for social welfare opened
up by atomic energy, automation and other scientific and technical advances
cannot be developed freely and placed in the service of humanity by monopoly,
and why socialism can do so constantly and permanendy; (b) ho* the revolutionary advances in technique deepen the basic contradiction of our society:
between the growing social nature of production and the appropriation of a
growing share of the social surplus by ever more concentrated .grotrpa of
monopolists; how this contradiction is deepened to the point of becoming a great
social crisis.
vv lly the
uc )1. Why
urs luulElru4llulr
concentration uf,
of economic
tw[uuuL lruwtl
power
and ucTrtu9,
Dctnocracy.
Monopoly uTtu
4. lwonu?uty

Ieadi to (a) greater exploitation of the workers and the rise in the number of
wageworkers, while restricting the economic freedom of the working farmers,
professionals, and the smaller capitalists and reducing their number; (b) monopoly control of the government; and (c) restrictions on the democratic rights
of the people, the undermining and subversion oI the Constitutional guarantees
containid in the Bill of Riehts and the Civil War amendments, and the constant
eflorrs to undo advanced social legislation; (d) how throughout our history
progressive people's movements have always fought the special interests and
intrenched privilege, and how this is expressed today in the fight againct
monopoly.
5.- Monopoly and

War. (a) The drive of monopoly for maximum profitr
8

and its crusade against socialism and the colonial liberation movement, as the
root cause of world tension and the danger of warl (b) the tendency to a
prolonged war economy and militarization of the economy, and to the interlinking of monopoly and the militarists; (c) the misuse of our skills and technology for destructive purposes to p,erpetuate the power and privileges of
monopoly at home and abroad; (d) the power for world peace of socialism and
its peace policy, of the national liberation movement and the rise of the neutralist
bloc, and thc new possibilities for averting war.
6. World Transition to Socialism in Our Epoch. (a) The tempo of rhe transition since World War II; (b) the relative strength--rconomic, political,
ideological-<f the socialist world within present global relations; (c) how the
new world relations favor the struggle for democracy, national liberation, peace
and socialism; (d) how the superiority of socialism as a system of society is
historically established, and the €oncrete aspects in which this superiority is
manifest today; (e) how socialism will prove superior for the United States
as well.
7. What is Socialism? (a) The essence of the socialist system in its initial
stage, as shown by the Socialist countries, with respect to working<lass rule (the
dictatorship of the proletariat), public ownership of the basic means of production, social planning, dcmocracy, abolition of national oppression and race bias,
and the struggle for permanent peace; (b) how should we define our socialist
goal, in view o[ our concrete conditions and of world experience and in terms
of scientific Marxism as distinguished from other concepts? (c) How define thc
relatioru,hip between what is similar and what is difierent in the road to socialism for various countries, the relation between the universal truths of MarxismLeninism and the concrete characteristics of each country, between a multiplicity
of form and a common contentl (d) What is the full promise of socialism in
its higher stage, communism, with respect to universal well-being, the attainment
of permanent peace, culture and the human personality, the withering away of
the state, as well as other potentials?
8. Oar Road to Socialistn. (a) A socialist America as the outcome of the
inner confficts of our society; the cfiects of the competirion between the two
world systems, as these develop and interact, on the struggie for socialism; (b)
the distinction between the long-range perspective and the shorter range program;
(c) the role of a people's government of anti-monopoly coalition, led by labor,
in the period prior to the basic shiJt to working-class power and the beginning
of the transition to socialism; (d) the necessary emphasis in the basic program
upon the problems and tasks associated with developing working-class understanding of its role as the ieading force at all stages along the road to socialism,
beginning with the struggle of the present against the,dangers of mass unemplJymcnt, of reaction and of war to which is opposed tle program of cconomic
iecurity, defense and extension of democratic, labor and Negro rights, basic
social reforms, and peace; (e) the concept of strategic anti-monopoly alliancg
built up in the course of struggle for common demands, between the working
class, ai the leading force, and the Negro pcople, the farmers, the professionals,
and other middle strata.
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Vonguard Party,

(a) The role of the
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advanced party

of the working

class, basing itself on Marxism,'and representating the immediate as well as thi
long-ran_ge inreresrs of the workers and-the people-; (b) the historical anteccdents

of the c.ommunist Party, from the utopians ind th6 pionecr Marxists in this
country to the socialist-Party of Debs; (c) the need for the communist Party
today, carrying forward the century-old'American revolutionary and Socialisi
traditions under present-day conditions in everyday struggle
in pioncering
the road ahead.

B.

"nd

THE FIGHT FOR PEACE

t.

Peacefal Coexis_rence betueen the Two Woild System.r. (a) Horv the
of peaceful coexistence derives from the niw relationi of world
forces; is the
horror of thermo-nuclear weapons a final deterrent to war,
-very
or does peaceful co-existence have to be realized by'monopoly
the American people in thi
constant- fight against the expansionist policies of
and for a national
policy of peacet (b) Is the growing all-round competition oi socialism a "threat"
to the American people, as charged by the cold-war propagandists. or does it
increasingly pr€sent the American people with new oppoitunities to reverse
the direction of our national policy towards one of world-co-operation for peaccl

possibility

(c)

by itself alter the nature of capitalist societyl
-Is
Can it force certain tactical and policy changesl if so, in whal wayl (d)
relativc stabilization of capitalism necessarily a corollary of a protraciea |eiioa
of peaceful, competitive coexistencel What are the principal faitors that ihould
be considered in relation to this probleml (e) How does peaceful competition
between th9 tw9 systems benefit labor, the Negro people, the working firmers,
and the colonial liberation movementl
z. Woild Expansion ol y.S. Monopoly. (a) Ernergence of U.S. as the prime
imperialist power as a result of World War II, and its consequences; (b) the
main characteristics of postwar expansionism, by areas, with respect to economic
penetration and t9 military aid and bases; (c) the main linei of U.S. foreign
policy-from the Truman Doctrine to the Eisenhower Doctrine-as a refecti6n
of the objeaives of monopoly. (d) What are the basic contradictions of U.S.
foreign policy, at home and on a world scalel
3. U.S,and ,the Colonial Freedom Moaements. (a) The sweep of colonial
liberation struggles in Asia and Africa since World War I, the trends in Latin
America towands a Bandung position, the collapsing colonial structure, the
consequent weakening of the world position of the colonial powers and strengthening of- the world peace forces_; (b) how the double-edged U.S. imperiilist
policy of support to the colonial powers coupled with encouragement of thc
feudalist or other elements in the colonial nationalist circles seeks to further the
aims of U.S. monopoly at the expense of rival powers and of the peoples concernedl (c) how this policy contradicts the anti-colonial traditions of our counDoe-s peaceful- competition

try and-also-leads to.the isolation of ttre American_people from the vasr maiority
of mankind, es-pecially in view of the new world relatio_nship of forces. (d)
Is it possible for labor and its allies to impose a policy in the direction

QUESTIONS

rr

of aid to the industrialization of the under-developed countries and non-intervention in their internal afiairs, instead of the present policy which scrves
the profit and strategic aims of monopoly? (e) Does Lenin's concept of the
"buying ofi" of a sector of the working class by imperialism, serving as- the
souice of opportunism in the labor movement, hold for the U.S. alsol If so,
how does thii manifest itself with respect to the specific world role of the U.S.
and the concrete policies oI the labor movemefltl With respect to the Negro
people and the farmers? (f) How does rnonopoly use the super-exploitation
of libor abroad to undercut the wages and standards of American workersl
the
ofrerences between
Detween ule
there difiererrces
roucy. (r)
Ai: tnere
laorcrgn Policy.
(a/ Are
Thc conllrct
Conflict oaer Foreign
4.
4. 'thc
how lmPor_Lal}r
tnem, and
an(l Irow
important
within them,
differences exlst
exist wltnln
vYnat CllIlerences
partiesl What
major partlesr
two maror
a'f they?.H-ow estimate the variations on.foreign.policy withr.l the ruling class,
what ii the source of such variations and whal il their significance? (b) Is a
rliffcrent line of policy
rmlicv possible
rrossihle within the present
oresent world framework,
framework. as an
diflerent
both'interna[ popular Pressures and the operation of world antioutcorne of both'internal
imperialist.forcesl

(.) Y.y

assess.the dominant policy and,the,various currents

in:the trade unions on foreign policy, and how are these related to the pressing
problems of laborl (d) What are the elements of a positive peace policy. in
the existing policies df the labor movement, the NAACP, the farm and other
oeoole's orsanizationsl

' \.

Peace. (a) What are the basic elements of a policy of peacg
period of coexistence, with respect to the- implementation-of the Bandune principles, abolition of nuclear weapons and disarmament, disengagement
anI dismantling of the war blocs, trade with the Socialist world and with all
countries without discrimination, aid to the under-developed countries, and cooperation to maintain world peacel (b) The requirements of labor and popular
aition to curb monopoly control over foreign policy and to make the popular
will for peace felt; si.pi to overcome secret diplomacy, to- make foreign policy
decisions-the concern of both Houses of Congress ins ead of the Senate only,
to change the composition of the foreign _se_rvice now-.largely confined to the
rich, to'transform ihe present prectice of foreign pollcy as, the handmaiden
of big business into a foieign policy.that serves the.people and pelce'

for"a Policy of

forihe

6l Inrcrnationalism and Patriotism. (a) American working<lass and

anti-

imperialis traditions of solidarity-with the- struggles.of other peoples{or national
and social emancipation; (b) definition of the relation of working-class internationalism to love bf one's own country and to the national interests. (c) Is defense of the gains of socialism. anywhere in the world. unpatriotic or an oflense
asainst the nitional interest? (d) How state the Marxist attitude, under present
#orld conditions, towards the difrculties and mistakes of those countries already
on the Socialist roadl

G TO END WANT, FOR A HIGHER STANDARD OF LIVING
t Distribution of lncome. (a) Is it true that an "income revolution" is reand inequalities and that capitalism in its latest phase is
ducine the wide gaps
-equalitarian
economic standardsl (b) Has labor's share
p.o..fting to*"r-d
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(y"ry) o{ the national irrcome increased or decreased in the period after World
War II; since rgool What is the rend with respect to capital's share (pro6ts)l
(.) To what extent, if any, has the fight for thC shortcr work week, compensa.

tion {or increased productivity, higher wage rates and fringe benefits incieascd
the share of wages at the expense of profitsl (d) Has the national income of
independent producers, prol'essionals and small and medium enterprisc increased
or. decreased since rgool How about the share of the monopoly enterprisesl
_(e) What- are the faclols afiecting the present trend, the probable courset (f)
What is the nature of the income revolution under socialism I
z. Con Capitalism Assurc Full Employment? (a) The course of the economic cycle since World War II, the concrete factors affecting it, and the specific
characteristics of the present economic crisis, in the light of the Marxist iheory
of crisis. (b) Can arms production as well as the so-called built-in stabilizers
and other Keynesian devices avert economic crisisi In what way do they afiect
the coursc of the cyclel (c) In what direction is the course of the cycle iffected
by the growth of monopoly and monopoly-controlled government "regulation"
of the economyl (4) Can the labor movement afiect the course of tlie cycle?
In what sense and in what manner can it protect the wage-workers from the
burdens of the crisisl (e) Why socialism has proved to be the only guaranree
of permanent full employment.
3. The American Standard ol Liaing. Its trend and its disparities for different sectors of the workers over recent decades, ana|yr*d against the background of the role of "impoverishment" in Marxist theory. Among the questions
to be examined: (a) Does Marxism consider impoverishment in unrtlenting
law of capitalism; theoretically, does Marxism allow for conrrary and offsettin[
tendencies or forces, and to what extent? (b) What are the concrete factors in
recent U.S. development that affect the rise or fall of the standard of living,
taken in its broadest sense, such as special domestic and world factors infuencing
the course of the economy, Southern and colonial superprofits, wars and imperialist expansion, immigration, labor's own strength and programl (c) How
may recent changes in the American economy (like automation, the polariza.
tion of classes, the extreme peak of monopoly), and in the world economy (such
as the limitation of the world capitalist market by the growth of socialism and
of colonial independence), afiea the standard of livingl (d) How does socialist
society determine the standard of living and what are its potentials in a Socialist

Americai

4. The Special Problem ol the South. (a) How assess recent economic changes
afiecting the plantation and the sharecropping system, the urbanization of ihe

Negro land worker, the naturc and extent

in the region and in relation to the

of

industrialization, the role of

Southern middle capitalists? (b)
To what extent has the composition o,f the working class in the South changed,
with respect to Negro and white and with respect to various categories of industryl (c) In what concrete aspects does the South remain an underdeveloped,

monopoly

poverty-stricken, super-exploitod region, requiring a special program of basic
social reform to overcome the lag and to reach the level of national developmentf
(d) How has the attitude of whites (especially women and yourh) toward the
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Ncgro changed in rccent yearsl What has been the impact -of recent develop
melts and 6f the lcadersliip of the Left in theory and in life, upon racisml
The role of the churches?
s. Chronically Distressed Areas anil Industies. (") Vfhy have textiles, min'
ing] and othcr industries been "ill" for a long time, and why do new symPtoms
ofillness constandy arise? (b) How this aflects the workers of entire areasl

how the problem is aggravated by "runaway" plants. -(t)-Wtrt- government
action should be taken, and how can labor influence itt (d) How does socialism
overcome underdeveloprnent of regions and industriesl
6. Productiaity anZ Social We[farc. (a) Ho-w roconcile the recent significant
advance of technical innovation with the inherent tendency of monopoly to
obstruct such growth and toward stagnation?.(b) Why a lesle.r rlte oj growth
of productivit! as compared with the socialist countries; (.) fu short and
long-term effects of aulornation on employment, methods of wage-payment.
*,ritipl. shifts, composition of the working class; ({) how the .social product
resulting from increised productivity is disuibuted as between profits and.rvages.
(e) In irh"t r.nr. and manner can the trade unions influence the utilization
if 'a,rtorn"tion in the interests of laborl (f) What is the role of automation and
other technical innovations under socialisml
Is it true that our Present system of taxes is
Tarcs. (a)
7. The Burden of'equalizing
'income,
or is the burden placed primarily .o1
having the effect of
those"leasr able to pay? How-is the load distributed as between the w.ealthy,
the medium, and the l-ow income groups? Between big, mediurn, and small businessl (b) i{ow taxes are being-used-the budget, Federal, State, and local.
(c) What tax reform is needed to shift the burden to the rich and Big Busiie'ssl (d) Can the government tax powerbe used to compel monopoly t-9 loryer
prices,'and follow iertain investment and production policies in-the direction
of the national interestl Under what Pressures and circumstances?
Security. What furthei reforms are needed t9 P-rovidg a decent
8, Old-Age
-standand
of living {or the older people and. retired workersl
and healthy
is needed to assure proper medic-al and.dental care for
(a)
What
Heaith.
9.
of
the population now unable.to pay.for it; how far do we
the-great maloiity
"short 'decint standirds? (b) What are the requirements of a national
of
fall
health insurance plan, of the training of health personnel, of medical research,
for mental health, for child care?
'orovisions
to. Housin7. G) What are present estinrated needs for an adequate .ho-gtjng
Drosram that irili meet decent-health standards, urban and farmi (b) What
iefo"rms are needed to provide the lower income groups with the maior types
of housing--owner family homes, rental properties, multiple housing proiectsl
(c) what" Drovisions should be made against segregation and any form of
)iirimination? (d) How should such a program be operated and fiananced?
(e) How .ar, r*"[l homeowners be proteAed against forecloswesl (f) Is capiiiirm able basically to solve the housing questionl
u. City and Su'burban Planning. (a) In view of recent technological changes
and their potential, what is possible and-desirable in the relocation of industry
to overconie city overcrowding, to provide employment to displace'd farmers in
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rural areas, to raise the standard of liviug in distressed areasl (b) What

is

rcquired to provide proper highways, adequate utilities, fuller eirtertainment and
cultural facilities, an{ proper provisions for housing in the cities and in the
suburbs, residential and industriall (c) How could such a program be operated

and financed?
n. The Yoang Generation. (a) What special steps are required to meet the
problems of the youth labor force with respect to employment, job training,
wages, and conditions, and provisions for educationt (b) What-are the particular problems of the Negro, Puerto Rican, and other people of the minorities,
and how should they be metl (c) What is required for all-inclusive amateur
participation in organized sports? (d) The. nature and extent of juvenile delin.
quency, its root causes, and the steps required to meet the problem.
13. lVomm. (a) The special pro lems of the lvorking mothers-the double
job, ihe wage differential, un-unionized occupations-and the additional burdens
of the Negro working \Momen. (b) What government and union programs are
needed? (c) Relationship between class exploitation of women and other social
aspects, such as the degradation of women, glamorization of sex, breakdown

of moral values.
FoR BRoAD cuLTURAL ADVANCE

-.6.

t.

Education (a) In what does the present crisis in education consistl What

is the underlying philosophy of our present system of educationl (b) What

are

the obstacles in our wealthy country to the supply of adequate school-room
space and equipment, properly trained and paid teachers, and provisions for
a frigf, standird o[ universal education in the lower and middle schoolsl (c)
What is needed by way of a special program to raise the level of free and
universal education in the South? (d) What needs to be done to offer the opportunity for higher education to those unable to payl (e) What reforms are needed
in the present educational system to meet the cultural needs of the peoplel
(f) The airn of socialism to develop to the full the capacities of the individual
through universal education from the lowest to highest level, and why socialism
offerisuch an opportunity to everyone, as a necessity of its existence and development.

i. Mass Communications. (a) Control of TV, radio, movies, newspapers
and periodicals as a function of monopoly, for its own profits as well as for the
direcilon of public opinion and ideology; (b) the disastrous effects upon the
standards of tulture lnd artistic appreciation, upon public morality and upon
the thinking and interests of youth; (c) the function of advertising as a medium
of control o1 the organs of public opinion and mass culture; why it is necessary
to monopoly for the promotion of mass products, often- needless to the individual,
but indilpensable foi the realization of monopoly pto|b. (d) In what sense and

by what means is it possible to make inrmds into the monopo'ly of mass communications, and to establish democratic controls over theml (e) In what way
would socialism in this country alter this situation?
3. The Arx. (a) Why the genera.l atmosphere-of. anti-intellectualism and
lack- of public sustenance to the creative arts-in all branches of writing, the

i
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drama, rmrsic, the dance, thc plastic artsl (b) What government assistancc
do, as indicated by the Niw Deal projects; did they stife the arts or lead
mieht
"an
to
,rpj*g" of the arts and of public appreciationl (c) What public Program
is needed to"providc art training, aia to tlre gifted, and general public education
in the values'of the arts? (d) The problem of art and iociety under capitalism
and under socialism.
n. The Scienccs. (a) The inherent tendency of monopoly to retard and misdirect basic research iid to utilize its application in technology for maximum
profrt instead of the public welfarel (b) the retarding effects oJ militarization,
i*tr.*" compaftmentilization due to military secrecy, and of McCarthyite limi'
tations, upon basic research and its utilizaiion. (c) In what respect can the
trade unions afiect the policies of the monopolies in research and technological
applications? (d) What kind of Federal program is needed to advance basic and
tiJhnological i.sear.h, and assure p.ac.ful utilization of the resule? (e) What
should 6e the responsibility of the scientist and scientific worker with resprct

t of great discoveries, like atomic energyl
5. Th; CulturiHcritage. (a) Basic struggle for?emocracy in our cultural

to military ot

heritaee. as exDressed by our greitest writers, by our folk musig by the Negro
.orrtrifirrtioo; (b) the rble of-the intellectual jn our_ present-day society,. how
it is distorted by monopoly; (c) the intellectual and the wolking class, what_is
essential to bring aboui his'identification with the aspirations of thc .people,
and the contribuiion the intellectual should be induced to make to the develop
ment of Marxist ideology. (d) How the democratic heritage arose in the strug'

gle against the deeprooted reactionary. traditions.

E.

FOR DEFENSE AND EXTENSION OF DEMOCRACY

Does the Monopoly stage ol capitalism Extend or Rcsbict Democtacy?
An examinarion of thebasic trJnd since world'$y'ar II with respect to: (a) monomlv control of sovernment; (b) militarizatiott of the state; (c) greater concen'
tiatiln of power"in the Executive (including the administrative agencies, likc
AEC. CIA, FBI, National Security council, etc.) at the expense of congrcss
and the ]udiciary; (d) how the economic policies of government on the interests
*"""iay have i.itricted the economiC freedoms; (e) state .regimentation of
"i
ideas in'g.rr"ral, including the anti-labor- and anti-Communist-laws, regulations,
investigatlons-at the Federal, State and local level. (t)--Ir there a danger of
fascisni in the U.S., and if so, how does it manifest itselfi
z. Thc Monopoly State and the Demooatic Hen\7e- (a).Hory the monooolv state runs counter to and undermines the basic democratic gains won by
tie hmerican people since the birth of the nation and- throughout its history.
(b) What is positive and permanent, from the point of view of thc deepening
)rrl e*t.rrriorr'of democracy'ofand human liberty, in the Constitution and the Bill
powers into three branches of governmeni, the
of Ri.ehts, the separation
Federil siructure,-the separation of church and state, the Civil War Amend.
mentsl (c) What structural reforms of government should be advocated, within

r.
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the .general constitutional framework, that will strengthen and enhance those
institutions most responsive to the popular willl
- 3. social closses and .Dcmoc,acy. How tle class leadership of the battle for
democracy has changed in the course of American history, riith th. change iu
its content and aims: (a) the era of the Revolution-Jefierson; (b) the era of "civil

war and Reconstruction-Lincoln and Douglass; (c) the rise of the trusts-the
Populists and the rust tusters; (d).the eri of imperialism and the monopoly
state-the emergence of .organized labor nationally and of the socialist ani
Communist movements. (e) Who carries the banner of democracy todayl
. 4.. Hktoricol charoctcistics. A-specrl of our t-ristory that have left'a deep
imprint on the people's concept of and struggle for dlmocracy; (a) the rcvoilutionary heritage of the war of Independence, and the role of thi American
Repybl.ic as a beacon of world democracy over a long historic period; (b) thc
revolutionary abolition of slavery by the Gvil wah, the" central role of it J Jtr"gg.le f9r Negro freedorn.in the batde {or democracy, and the necessity to comple"te
the democratic revolution_in_t!9 Qo_uth, left unfinished by Reconstructioni (c)
the popular struggles for the Bill of Rights, free land, public education, women's
rightsr. the right
collective bargaining, labor and social legislation, the rights
-of
of racial, national, religious and political minorities; (d) thJrehtive absencE of
feudalsm or its embedded remnants, outside of the plantation Sou*r, and the
expalsion of a "pure' capitalism over a vast continent; (e) the significance of
the frontier and of the prolonged- existence of free land tb American history;
populists' struggle against monopoly and for political reform, like the initiativl,
referendum, recall and anti-trust t1w1;.(s) the_popular opposition over a long
period to imperialist_ventures, colonialism and foreign wars; (h) the impac-t
o-f immigration and diverse nationalities and culturesl (i) the deep imprini of
the war against fascjsry and of the democratic upsurge of the peiiod;-(i) the
negative infuence of deeply reactionary. features-liko racism and bigo ry.
- 5. Th: Goaanmen, Bureaucracy.-(a) ks_ class composition--execuiivg'legislative, judicial-Federal, State, a_nd Mynrgifal; (b) the Committee and Senioiity
system _ in_ C,ongress and the State legislatures, and how it generally servei
entrenchid interests; the special role of the Dixiecrats; (c) the growth of the
military-bureaucracy and of its role in government and in civilian life; (d) the
presentday roots of corruption in government; (e) What structural reforrns,
backed by labor and popular political action, are required to obtain more democratic government?
6. Socialism and Dernocrocy, (1) How,the defense of democracy against
reaction, and the leading role of labor in this struggle, is in the direction of
deepcning and broadening dgmocracy. fo.r {re.people, and serves to build up
the anti-mo-nopo-ly alliance; (b) the basic limitations- of bourgeois democraJy
established by the capitalist system of exploitation; the contradiction between
the promise and the deed-"life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." for
example; (c) socialism as the outcome of the stryggle for demoiracy in all
spheres, and why socialisnr will deepen and develop further the positive and
permanent gains of democracy in the U.S., and by extending it into the economic sphere, with the elimination of class exploitation, provide the base for
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$e lroadest, all-round

development of democracy for the working people and
for the nation.
7,-.Tlc-Battlc lor Demooacy and Suial Chongc. (a) Thc inherent resistance
of^ ruling classes whose powcr ii based on propcrtt righis and exploiution of thc
maiority to necessary social changc, as sho-wn by-hisiory; (b) tlie two instances
io 99r history when the American people, in the interests of' democracy and

social p-rogressr- deprived part of the ruling class of their property rightsexpropriation of the American Tories during the Revolution and ihe Emancipation of the slavesl (c) instances of important social reforms which impinge
o_n propcrty rights without altering their base (like. unemployment insuiance,
ghgrter work day), the mass struggle necessary to attain- and defend them;
(d) instances of juridical or legislative gains won in the srruggle against

|im Crowism (like FEPC and ichool desegrcgation) an-d the necessity of conqnuing struggle for their implementarion; (e) the role of such
struggles in building t}re anti-monopoly alliance around the working class, and
in keeping open and broadening the channels provided by our Constitutional
dernocracy-for_social change up to and including the basic change in state power
reqlred for the transition to socialism. (f) In what sense miy it be possible
to begin the socialist transition by "coercion without violence"l'

entrenched

F.
{

THE LABOR MOVEN4ENT

r. Rgceny Changes in the Composition of the Worfting Class. (a) Changes
in the distribution of workers as between industrial (factory producrion woik-

ers), mining, transport and the various service industries;'as between skilled
and unskilledl as between.production and "white collar" occupations. (b) What
significance is to be attached to the growth of the number of workers in the
service and auxiliary occup€tions as compared with the number in productionl
(c) C,an the growth of the "white collar" sector be considered as evidence of a
"new middle class," and how does this relate to the Marxist analysis of the
'Negro
polarization of classesl (d) Changcs in composition with respect to
and
nationality groupings. (e) In what respecr do all the changei referred to above
affect the unity and homogeneity of the working class, its capacity to fight
monopoly, its capacity to forge alliancesl
z, Historieal Factors Affecting l*acl o"l Class Consciousness. (a) The
"fluidity of classes" to the extent that it existed, arising from the expansc of
available land and resources, the opportunities for free enterprise, the role of

of immigration in the formation of the working class (while
the Negro was virtually excluded from industry until World War I); (b) thc
role of a high levd of bourgeois democracy, established long before the labor
movement becamc 4 national factor; (c) the rdatively high wage level for large
scctors (with wide disparities) arising from the conditions peculiar to the dL
velopment of American capitalism, and contributing to the traditional militant
"o@nomism" and "simple tradc unionism" of the workersl (d) sincc the turn
of thc century, thc favorcd position of U.S. impcrialism, latc on the xene, but
with newer and advanced technology, rcmote from thc areas of war, without
succeeding waves
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is the relatiol$ip of the economic

I.tg: colonial empire. but strongly expansionist economicallyl (e)
?rrom
tne above, a broad base for

resulting
opportunism within the labor movement and
{or.a.strongly entrenched form of clais'collaboration, feeding on the "New world"
and "American Dream" ideology, and rooted ou.r lorrg pl"i"a i" craft unionism
" uisti[ed; (f) the wearing
at the.expense of vasr glssei"f unorganized and
away during the.Great_crisis of the r93-o's of the dream of proqieiity, its partiit
return as a result of world war II and the postwar boom. Do niw dornestic
and world factors which tend to restrict the power of monopoly, render it more
dificult to "buy off" labor sectors in the former fashionl
f .3. The Traditional .Role of thc Socialist and Communist Left. (a) As the
initiator of advanced immediate objectives, as anti-slaverr, the' shorter work
week, social insurancel (b) as the spur to tiade union progr"s--o.ganization of
the unorganized, industriil u"ionisnq trade union demoJra.n ind"ependent labor political action; (c) as educator in class consciousness-a#areness of broader
social issues like Neg_ro rights and the struggle for peace, understanding of the
class role of the workers and the socialist iim. 1a)-uow is this role elpressed
under present conditions, and in relation to the historic tasks which lie

G. THE

I

be deepened and extended, on what issues and on what'basisl

5,. Trends in l-abor. (a) What difterentiation can be made in the ranks of
Japq and in labor's officialdom with respect to basic trends-Right,
Center and Leftt Along what lines and on what rsiues is this proceedingl (b)
J1 -what lgspect is differentiation affected by cralt vs. industrial, low-pa;d'vi.
higher paid scctors of the workers, attitude to the problems of Negro iorkcrs,
loqg-organized vs. more recently organized, etc.? (i) Is there presently a basic
influeoce on difierentiation between some of the former clo and former AFL

unionsP (d) What difierentiation exists with respect to political action, the fight for
peace, organization oJ the South, ctc? (e) How ari the following trends expressed in the labor movement: Right or'Left Socialist, Communilt, Anarch+
syndicalist, Catholic?
f 6. A labor Economic Program. (a) In what direction should thc existing
economic and legislative programs of the unions be developed, with a view to
defending gains already won, and extending theml (b) A-critical examinarion
of guaranteed annual wage and similar proposals; what should be the line of
labor in the -fight for guarantees of employment from industry and from government? (c) What is the rolc of the strugglc for the shorter-work-weelq and
what would be its economic, political and social consequencest (d) What dc-

mands should be raised by labor to assure its voicJ in controliing usc of
automated and other labor-saving innovationsl (e) In what way anf,on what
issues should labor seek to havc a voicc in dcterminihg the urc of the accumulaed
capital resources of industry? (f) Along what lines sf,odd labor seck to influence
policy of management with rcspect to production, iavestmcnt, priccs? (g) What

to political
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NEGRO FREEDOM MOVEMENT

t.-Recent Changcs in Chss Stucturc and Ecotomic Srarus. (a) The eflccts
o[- urbanization on the size and character of the Negro working'class, its position in industry, its relation to the working class as a-whole, and to trade unionir*; (l) thc statui of the Negro worker-the wage differential, seniority rights
and other discrimination in employment; (c) the effects of urbanizatior on-the
extent and character of the Negro middle classl what is the nature of the present
limitations upon its various stratal (d) To what extenr has the gap Gtwcen
various sectors of the Negro people and corresponding sectors of -the white
population been narrowedl Are thcre new difierentiations as a result of rccent
changesl (") Tg what cxtent has the role of the plantation-sharecropping system in the Southern economy been alteredl (f) The effects of receni chinges
upon the concentratioo of the Negro population'in the Black Belt and thc loiation of Negro po,pulation in the rest of the country. (g) Does industrialization
eliminate Jim Crow?
z. The Role of Ncgro Righx Stuggle. (a) The movement for Ncgro rights
as a_central aspoct of the defense of democracy and its extension, tlirougEout
our history and in the presentl (b) the inter-relationship between the world
struggle againsl colonialism and the Negro freedom fight it home; (c) the rela-

with
4. .Extent and Nature of Unions. (a) Examination of unionization"l*al
to location in the economy of the 30 per cent of the labor force that is
organizcd. (b)
.What 3r-e m: mosr importint secrors still to be organized? (c)
The extent of industrial unionisrn, of-the old-type craft unionisn[ changes'in
the_latter; what is the direction of development in this respe€tl (d)-what-needs
to be done to extend trade union demLracy, involve membd'r6ip, overcome
"business unionism," bureaucracy and racketeering? (e) How can'labor unity

o_rganized

program

emergence of labor as a consciously independent clasJforce

respect
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tion between the Negro's struggle for full rights+conomic, social, and political
basic social reform in the South; (d) the specific aspects in which the
-7nd
suppression of Negro rights,, particularly in t[re SoutL, is related to political reaction io the country as a whole.
3.. The Moacmen, for Negro Rights. (a) The rnain characteristics of the
movement since World War II, with respect to how it reflects recent economic,
social changes, its methods of struggle, and its program; (b) To whar extent and
how is class difierentiation among the Negro people rlfiected in difierent or
confl.icting tendencies within the leadershipt Along what lines, and on what
issues, is'difierentiation taking place in policy, in methods, in perspcctivesl

(c) What_ are_some of the- lessons from the boycgtt movement, school-desegreqlron fight, $e ,sqrgfsle for the right to votel (d) What are the next stclsl
What issues should be emp_hasizedl (e) What is the role of the working class
within the all<lass (national type) movement, as it is developing?
4. Stratcgic_Alliance. (a) What is the significance of the-leap forward of

the Negro freedom movement, in relation to the present level of the labor movement and to the development of t.he anti-monopoly alliance I (b) What are the
causes of _the lagging_bihind of the labor movement with ."qiit to the Negro
freedom fightt (c) What are the obstaclcs in the labor movement to the oiercoming ot r.ace bias in its ranks, to the recognition of the full equdity of the
-struggle
!.{eS-rg in the- unions, to recognition -of labor's responsibilities in- the
for Ncglo rights, to organization in the Southl (d) Is there a danger that-ihe
lag of the labor movemcnt will increasc thc elcments of separatism betwecn it

and the Negro freedom movementl

(e) Is it

correct

to view Negrewhite
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workingdass unity as the kernel of the alliance bctween the labor and Ncgro
freedom movemeni? (f) Is it corrcct to view the alliancc betwern the working
class, the Ncgro pcople and the working farmers as the most irrrPortant Prere-

rural areasi What steps, if any, have the farm groups taken to overcome regional,
crop, and
-organizational- diflerences to achieve greater unity? To what extenr
have non-farm group! aided these activitiesl (ciwhat
ih. major struggles
"r. groups addressing
tn the rural areas of the south, and how are Negro and white
themselves to these strugglesl (d) which rtrrt" if Iarmers are iroat'important ii

quisite for the devclopment of the anti-monopoly dliance as a wholel (S) WlEt
are the sclf-interests of white labor and white common folk that can be advanced by Negro-white unityi
5. P*spectite lor Ncgro Frcedom. (a) Can the nature of the Negro qucs'
tion in ttre U.S. be definid within the doirtext of the nationality question, and, tl
if so, what arc its specific characteristicst (b) How asscss the'relative strengtt-r )
of separatist and integrationist tendencies, the trends and probable directionl !I
(c) In vicw of recent changes, how is the basic task of uprooting the plantation'
sharecro,pping system related to Negro freedoml To the denrocratic transformation of ihe Sorithf (d) Do thc Negro majority areas, the Black Belts, ofier a .4;i
long-term basis for the realization of some form of selfdetermination, or does
thelong-term historic tendency move in the opposite directionl (e) How would d,
this situarion be afiected by extensive gains in the right to vote and by Negro ';{i
represcntation at all levels of governmentl (f) In what sense and by what mcans 'it
can the objectives of Negro frEedom be realized within the present social systeml

i

;!i.

ri,

(g) What would socialism ofierl

H. THE STRUGGLE OF THE WORKING

,l

FARMERS

t. Reccnt Economic Change; in Agricultutr. (a) How estimate the trend
toward capitalist concentration in agriculture and its relationship to concentration
in the economy as a wholel (b) How does the present crisis in agriculture
compare with previous crisesl (c) What is the class stratifrcatiori in U.S. agricul'
ture-todayl How are these various strata being afiected by the cost'price squeeze,
technological changes, agricultural concentration, the growth of monopoly in
the food- and other industries, industrialization of the South, the state of the
general economy, and federal farm programs? (d) What have been the effects
6f r."e.rt changes upon the size, composition, and econonric status of the farm
wage-workers, ihe mlgratory labor force, and the part-time farmer also employed
in industryl (e) Is the farm surplus problem as serious as the Administration
saysl Can'it be solved by the proposals ofiered by Big Business and the Adminig
tr"tion to reduce the numbei of small farmersl (f) What has been the effect
of the displacement of five million people from the fatms since r95o upon thc
farm and- non-farrn segments of the populationl What is happening to the
rural-farm youthl (g) I" view of the present trends, how fast are we moving
almost exclusively of wage-workers?
to overtake Britain is a nation
'fAorfters,
Sharcctoppers, and llorfting Farmers Res'
2,. How are thc Farn
pndidg-arcto ,hcse Changes, Orgonizctionally .and Programatically? (a) To what
the proletariat and semi-proletarian elements in the countryside orextent
the labor movement reacting tn the call for organization of
How-is
sanizcdl
Igri."tt"r{ workers, such as the recent call by -the _NAACP, Catholic Rural
Iife, Nationd Farmers Union, and other groups? (b) What are the class compo'
sition, programs and political activitics of the mafor farm organizations in thc

2t

the farm<o._operative aii *h.t hm been the
;i;il iil ;;q" in recenr
timesl.(e) what can be done to rvin existing';i.
farm and rural organizations to
an anti-monopoly coalitionl what is the attitude of these groups toward organized labor, the struggles of the Negro people, and the peace movementl
tr, !.ole ol Rural and Farm Pcople in Po'litics. (a) His the farm revolt been
quelled, or does the traditional anti-trust position'oi the farmers still play an
im-portant role in national politics, and, of so, in what formt (b) Whai ii the
diff-ercnce, if any, between the rural-farm programs offered by'the Republican
and Democratic parties? Is it true that the proletarian and semi-proletarian
groups. in_the-rural areas are more inclined to support the Demociatic Farty
than the Republican Partyl Are there major variations of a regional, racial, oi
class naturel (c) Are rural farm groups advancing their own independent candidates, within or outside the two-party systeinl T-b what extent are rural-farm
groups ready and willing to participate in electoral coalition with Labor anti
the.Negro people----on what terms, with whom, and in what regionst (d) What
is the situation with respect to F'arm-Labor united action in the chiel industrial
States where labor is strong and where there are also large numbers of farm
laborers and poor and marginal farmersl

- 4, The Contmunist

Party and the Rural-Farn. Populatioa. Does the rapid

decline in the rural-farm population justify past or present attitudes of neglecting
rural problemsl Which strata of the farm populaiion should the farty chiefly
conc€rn itself withl Should it concentrate on the rural poorl How can this be
done,.while at the same time defending the interests of the middle or familytype farmersl Is it correct to take the position that since socialism envisages largescale agriculture, nothing can or should be done about the elimination-of small

and middle farmersl

5. How Should Socialist Aims be Defined with Rcspect to Americar Agriculturc? (a) What should be the role of the farm co-operative under sociiiisml

Irl
I

I

(b) What should be the airn with respect to factory arid large highly.capitalizcd
farms, plantations based on share<ropping and renancy, the family-sized owneroperated.farm, the marginal farmsl Would all landholdings, large and small,
necessarily be collectivizedt (c) Could farmers be assured an unlimited market
a1 f,air prices for all they can produce, with adequate government production
credit and supply of machineryl (d) How would the exploitation of firm workers and the super-exploitation of Negro sharecroppers be haltedl (e) In what
way cen rural-farm people, young and old, be assured a better life under socialisml

I. THE ROLE OF THE URBAN MIDDLE, STRATA
r. Dcfnition ol the Problen. (a) T'he difference between the evolurion
middle class

in the historic sense,

of the

and the present-day middle strata es

sec-

'tr!
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tors of the bourgeoisie under monopoly conditions; (b) the relationship of the
middle strata to ih. p.o..r, of stratifi.ation into two'classes-the workers and the
capitalists; (c) the ditermination of the categories of middle strata-self'employed
prbfessionali,'small and medium merchants-and capitalists, non-monopoly enterprise,
salaried scientific and managerial personnel.
- z. high
Tle Fate ol the Mitldte Stata. \a) Has the area of free competition expanded or contracted in the monopoly Lral (b) How exrensive are tJte middlc
strata in present-day American society, what is their relative role in our economy'
and whai are the preserrt trends? (c) Is it in the interests of labor and is it consistent with Socialilt objectives to defend the interests of the middle strata agairst
monopolyl (d) Is it in the interest of socialism to defend the interests of the
middli tiot"'"i all stages on the road to socialism, and to assure them a gradual
and painless transformation under socialisml
3. f U, Stragglc against Monopoly. (a) The special situati*t 1ld role of the
Nelro middle class and middle strita-within the context of the Negro freedom
moi.m.nt and in relation to the problems among corresponding- sectors of the
white population; (b) existing gove.n-ent and other Programs for th9 defensc
of small businessl in-what sensJand in what way is it possible to defend their
position against monopolyl The commercialization. of the professions under
monopoly,-dnd the possibie role of professional people under government social
welfaie programs; (a; now the mlddle strata carry forward the ideology.-of
"equal oppoitunity"'and "free competition" in an era of monopoly; is it possiblc
to i.turn to the pre-monopoly era of free competition or must we Inove toward
socialism? (e) fhe important political role of the middle strata in our history,
and how their political rolc is affected by recent changes.

J. THE FIGHT AGAINST MONOPOLY

r
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Main Aspects of thc Monopoly Stucture. (a) Does Lenin's characteriza'

as the "highest stage of capitalism" aPply to the United States
monopoly a supeistructure on capitalism, or is it present-day caPitalism? (b) Whaa is'the roli of competition under monopoly capitalism,,in r,"hat
sense does' "fre€" competition of the old-style persist, and what new forms of
competition have arisen? (c) What is,the.relative weight of monopoly in the
main branches of the IJ.S. economy, what has been the tempo of monopoly de'
velopment during and since World War II, as compared with previous periodsl
How does the contradiction between the monopoly and non-monopoly sectors ex'
press itself? (d) What significant variations are to be found in the structure
as comp-ared with other countries,- and what- specific historic
lf U.S.
^o""iotn
gave rise to theml (e) What are the specific forms of state monopoly
conditions
capitalism iir the U.S., and howdoes the development here vary as compared with
other highly developed capitalist countries? (f) What are the specific forms in
which U.S. State monopoly capitalism operates on the world market and in
world economic relationi in generalf (g) The monopoly stage of capitalism as

tion of imperialism

todayl Ii

QUESTIONS

the objective, material preparation for socialism, and how in the U.S.

an advance material base for

z3

it

is laying

socialism.

z. The "'Wclfare State," (a) Can it be defined basically as a monopoly state,
under conditions gf the general crisis of capitalism and the growth of the labor
and people's movements, as shown by its major development during the New
Deal period and its functioning during the post-war eral Wherein does the
Marxist estimate differ from the many variations of the reforrnist viewl (b) What
is the level of the "Welfare State" in the U.S. as compared with the countries
of Western Europel (c) Is it correct to view social welfare measures and reform
as products of mass struggles but taking the form of "concessions" forced upon
rnonopoly, and utilized by it to safeguard the systemi (d) Can "regulated capitalism" associatod with social welfare measures eliminate the root cause of economic crisesl (e) What is the Communist position with respect ro "Welfare
State" ideas current in the labor movement?
3, The Problem ol Curbing Monopoly. (a) Why have existing anti-trust legislation and the operati<in of the government regulatory agencies failed to prevent
the growth of monopoly or curb its economic and political powerl (b) To what
extent and in what manner is it possible to curb monopoly power as a result of
labor and popular actionl (c) Is it possible to establish a degree of democratic
control through government agencies over the operation of monopoly, and by
what processl

4. Prices. (a) The increased importance of monopoly price fixing in the
its role in the wholesale robbery of the people. (b) What light
does the regulation of prices under OPA throw on the problem of curbing
monopoly price fixingl (c) In what way should labor, through collective bargaining, seek to control prices downwardl (d) What kind of government coneconomy, and

trol over prices should be advocated by the labor and anti-monopoly forcesl (e)
To what extent is it possible to establish democratic controls over monopoly price
policiesl

5. Consumer Credit and Installmcnt Buying. (a) Their exceptionally important role in providing an additional provisional market for monopo.ly from anticipated purchasing power, and the serious consequences upon economic crises.
(b) Should labor develop programs for the defense of consumers from foreclosures
and repossession of installment goods, in connection with collective bargaining
as well as by government action?
6. Regulation ol Utilities. (a) Hovl' the governmert agencies have taken over
the high-price policy of monopoly in all branches of public transport and homc
utility services; how can a low-price policy be imposedl (b) Can a degree of
democratic controls be established by the unions and the community organizations over existing agenciesl (c) Should regulation be extended over other
areas of the economy involving public service, like all forms of fuel, non-interstate
transportation, water resources, and others?
7. Goaerntnent Financial and Credit Policies. (a) To what extent and how
do eristing Keynesian measures affect interest rates, infationary movements,
rate of furvestment and other factors of the economic cycle? (b) What is the role
of thc national debtl (c) How can the government power be used to prevent

W
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small business bankruptcy, extend production credit to non-monopoly sectors for
regional and local development, eniourage the fuller utilization of economic and

human resourcesl

8. Conseruation of National Rcsources and Property. (a) What measures
are necessary to guard against further Federal and State give-aways of natural
resources and of publiclydeveloped industriest (b) What program should be
developed for return of such properties to public ownership, and for governmental use of national property for purposes of regional developmentl
9. Extreme Centralization of Economic Powa'. (a) Is it inqvitable that this
should continue without eflective intervention by labor and the people's antimonopoly forces in the opposite directionl (b) Is there a meaningful historic
distinction between the permanent value of well-integrated production units
and centralization of €ontrol in the peak monopoly interest groups? (c) Doeg
the working class have a present and long term interest to docentralize extreme
economic controls, to overcome harmful regimentation of the economy at the
expense of national and regional developmenti (d) Does the principle of planning under socialism entail "regimentation" in this sense, or over-centralization
at the expense of regional development and popular initiativel (e) In what
sense may it be possible to lqreak up or dismantle the peak monopoly interest

groups by government action, under popular pressurel

rc. Nationalization. (a) A critical evaluation of dif{erent types of nationalization under capitalism and the basic distinction between them and socialist
nationalization; (b) the attitude of the American labor and progressive movements, at various times, toward public ownership. (c) Is it feasible to advocate,
in connection with the fight against monopoly, initial steps of nationalization of
enterprises engaged in the exploitation of natural resources and of those providing pubiic servicesl (d) Should the nationalizatioi ol "sick" enterprises
which affect the public interest be advocatedl (e) Should measures of nationalization be favored in connection with the democratic reconstruction of the South?
(f) Should all branches of the atomic energy industry, and other enterprises
arising from scientific innovalions, be kept or placed under pu'blic ownershipl
(g) How should the small investors be protected in the nationalized enterprises
and what kind of democratic controls are necessary over the nationalized sectorsl (h) What should be the socialist aim with respect to nationalizationl

K. POLITICAL ACTION LEADING TOWARD A PEOPLE'S
GOVERNMENT

t.

Thc Eristing Potitical System, (a) How assess the role of the two-party
system historically, efforts in the past to break out of it, and the principal characteristics of the maior partiesl What are the contradictions between the two

party system and existing class and social relationsl (b) Are there. important difIerences between the two parties, or the class forces supporting them, that have
a bearing on independent political action and the problem of political realignmentl (c) What important state and regional variations, of more than temporary significance, should be taken into accountl

PROGRAM

QUESTIONS

z5

z. Assessntent of Prescnt Trends Toouard.s Indcpendent Political Action, (a)
Line of development in the trade unions, and significant variations with respect
!o program, organization, labor representation, labor-Negro and labor-farmer
blocs, etc.; (b) the significance of the trends toward independent political action
of the Negro people outside the existing parties; (c) independint tendencies
among the farmers; (d) among the intellectuals and liberal middle forces. (e)
What are the actual and potential bearings of these tendencies upon the emergence of people's independent third-party movements, local, state, and nationall
3. What Kind ol Third Party? (a) Judging from present trends, and objective
possibilities, is the development in the direction of a people's pa.rty, containing
the elements of anti-monopoly coal.ition, or toward a Labor Party of the British
typel Can the door be closed to the possibility of more than one new party or
form emergingl (b) Should the proclaimed aim of such a party be socialism,
or would it have e common program centered on economic security, Negro
rights, democracy and peace? (c) What should be the role of Communists wlth
respect to such a party and towands socialist tendencies within or outside such
a movementl

4. Electoral Reform. (a) What laws, practices and institutions exist today
that limit political democracyl (b) What kind of electoral refomr is mosr essential at the local, state, and federal levels to assure more democratic electionsl
(c) Should a system of proportional representation be advocated at all levels

to allow for adequate minority representation and to overcome the fear of the
"split vote"l What have been the experiences with proportional representationl
(d) How can we overcome the wide gap often shown in national elections between the popular vote and the vote of the Electoral Collegel (e) What electoral
reforms are necessary to guarantee and safeguard the Negro right to vote in all
parts of the country, especially in the Southl (f) Should the voting age be reduced to r8t (g) What reforms are needed at the state and local levels to overcome the difficulties encountered by minority parties of getting on the ballot?
(h) What have bern the experiences with the referendum and the recall where
they exist, and should these reforms be advocated nationally?
5. People's Anti-Monopoly Goucrnment. (a) What should be the perspective with respect to the class composition of such a government, to the role of
labor, and to the leading participation of the Negro people, and other antimonopoly forcesl (b) Can the development of such a government be secn as a
process, as going through a number of phases, in which the relation of class forces
within it change in the direction of a greater role by laborl (c) Would such a

it operate within
the existing capitalist framework but in the direction of curbing the power of
monopoly? (d) What would be the program of such a government, seen as the
expression of the airns and objectives of the people's party of anti-monopoly

government correspond to a "new stage" of capitalism or would

coalitionl (e) What are the pre-conditions for such a government to come to
powerl How do we see the steps tou'ard a people's governmentl
6. Historic Role ol the People'; Goacrnrnent? (a) How define the role of
such a government

with

respect

to capitalism and with

respect

to

socialisml

The possible relationship of such a government to the basic transfer of

state
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power to the wor&ing class, which opens the era of transition to socialismt (b)
Is the establishment of such a people's government inevitable under all conditionsl
(c) Can a people's government and the measures undertaken by it, although not
socialist, correctly be considered as facilitating the way for the working class
and its allies to advance the struggle for socialisml (d) How a people's government can be attained through the established Constitutional process, within the
framework of democratic legality; what basic social and structural reforms might
be. necessary to assure the defense of the people's government against reactionl
(e) Can such a government stand still, or must it, in delenseiof the popular
interests, move against the powers and privileges of monopoly and thus forward

to socialisml (f) What lessons can be drawn, allowing for difierent historic
situations, from the transitional character of the U.S. government in the Civil

War era and the transfer of dominant power to the industrial bourgeoisiel What
from world experience in the World War II periodl

lessons can be drawn

L. THE

TRANSITION TO SOCIALISM AND THE SOCIALIST

POTENTIAL

t, The Nature ol a Socialist Goaernment. (a) With working+lass rule as
its essential characteristic, what variation in form is possible and how is it relate<l
to the traditional institutions and national characteristicsl (b) h a single-party
system given, or is a multiple-party system possible? (c) What is the relation
of such a government to existing state institutions! to Congress, to basic dernocratic gainsl (d) How and under what circumstances can it be expected to use
the power of coercion against unreconstructed economic royalists? (e) In what
sectors and to what extent would such a governrnent take measures of socialist
nationalizationl (f) What factors would afiect the tempo and extent of so
cialist measures in the non-monopoly sectors of the economyf (g) What would
be its general line of policy with respect to rairing living standards, with respect
to Negro rights and race bias, colonial freedom, relations with Latin Amelica
and other areas formerly dominated by U.S. monopoly, and world peacel
z. T\ Fortn of Transition to Socialism. (a) The principal factors, judgihg
from world experience, that determine the form of transition, and whether it
is accompanied by violence or is peaceful; (b) the rolc oI the wodd relatiori
of forces; the role of the extent of democracy and of democratic procedures; the
role played by the strength of the working class and of its alliance with the antimonopoly plople's s€ctors; the role of the vanguard party of the working class
and of socialist consciousness of the working class and of its people's alliis; thc
role of the former ruling class. (c) What are the basic differencis between the
Marxist concept of peaceful transition in the prcsent historic. epoch and the reformist conceptsl (d) Is peaceful transition a given characteristic of the ncw
historic epoch, or does its realization depend upon the existing correlation of
forces in a particular country and in the world at a given timel
3. The Socialist Potential. On the basis of the prescnt resource$ and pro.
ductive power of the country, what could socialism do in terms of their Iull
utilization for the welfare of the people, education, and culture, science, eradication of poverty, and world peace and development?

M.

QUESTIONS
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ROLE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY

r. As thc Vanguard Party ol t'hc Worfting Class. (e) How define its reiation
to the present and f,rtore interests of the working class: What is meant by a
,"tg.r"id patt,'t (b) How is this role expressed in all aspects of the struggles
of the wor-kers, of the Negro, Puerto Rican and other oppressed minority group6'
of the farmers'and of thJmiddle stratal (c) What are the o:ganizational principles of democratic centralism as applied to'such a Partyl The role of criucism
in the Partyl
z. As i Pwty

Based on Marrism-Lcniusm. (a) The universal scientific
principles of Maixism, the relation between theory and- practice: What is meant
By thi creative use of Marxism, in its application and developmentl (b). The
imerican Communist Party and proletaiiin internarionalism. (c) How define
revisionism and dogmatism,-ar arpe-cts of opportunism, in its presen! setting?.(d)
How does the woild view of dialectical miterialism and historical materialism

apply to the perspectives of the American Communist Party, within our Particular national and cultural setting?
7. As an American Marxist Piny. (a) The American roots, historically (sec
SecI A., Q. S) ,rd currently, of the'Communist Party: What is its relationship
to the democratic, labor, and socialist traditions of the country as now being
carried forwardl (b) What have been the principal contributions of the Communist Party sinci its formation to the labor movement, the |t{egro freedom
struggle, the fight for peace, civil liberties and other maior social and economic
obieilives? (c)-Why his the Communist Party been submitted to extreme persecuiion during the recent pcriodi
4. Relati1n n the TraVe lJnions and Pcople's- Mouements. (a) How define
the relation of the C.P. to the tfadc unions, with respect to program and ob'

(b) What is the essential role of C<rmmunists in the unions, in the
fr.udtm movement and in other people's movements in the light of curreni developmentl (c) On what basis slofld the fight be carried out for full
legality of i\e Comrirunists within the trade unions and-people's organizationsl
(ai) What is the relation of the C.P. to _the general objectives of labor indep6rla"rrt political action leading to a people's anti-monopoly party,-and its role
in relation to such a partyl Its possible role in a people's government?
c. Relation to Oihei Socialist Tcndcncies. (") A" analysis and an estimate
tendencies in the U.S.-their class base,
of ihe various socialist-type
-(bIgroups andwhat
framework should the objective of
wiit in
Drosram. and ideolosy;
the potentials fo. -,1i: unification
(c)
are
What
action
G'puisriedl
i*ii.d fiont
iectives?

ittr Sro

of socialist groups and the formation of a r:nited party of socialisml What are the
essential prirequisites

for such a development?

t'
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labor offensive of Big Businesg*
there is growing in h6or's ranks-a
new awareness of the need for political action.
The evidence is unmistakable: a
mass conference of unionists in Chi

Elections

By James Wesf
contest into the center rests on combining a forthright, aggressive fight
for the needs of the jobless, FEPC,
housing, education, with a bold attack on the machine of both parties.

It is doubtful,
will do this.

At

stake this year are all U. S.
representatives, all state representatives, state senators from odd-numbered districts, state treasurer and
tion.
Some regard the contest

for

in which Cook

however, that Lohman

Whatever possibility there might
have been for an independent socialist candidate for state superintendent of public instruction was recognized too late, especially in view

state superintendent o{ public instruc-

treasurer,

of the extremely dificult signature
problem in the land of Lincoln.
The general attitude in labor and
liberal circles towards this year'd

state

County

sheriff Joseph Lohman is running
oo the Democratic ticket, as having
the potential of being a state-wide

elections is one

of strengthening the

in

focal point.
This possibility arose before the

pro-labor, pro-liberal bloc

primaries when

preparing the groundwork

it

these officials in rcality share the fear
of the bureaucratic machines of the
two old parties that coPE is a rival
political organization. In some cascs
ihese labor" leaders are tied to rhe

Democratic machine,

seemed certain

that Governor Stratton's hand-

for

the

196o Presidential elections.

picked machine candidate would become the GOP nominee. This would
have pitted a Democratic candidate
who has much labor and liberal support and who enjoys a reputed dis-

LABOR

IN THE

CAMPAIGN

Under the impact of the worsening

economic situation (nearly a half
million Illinois jobless; an acute housing problem; a deteriorating school
set-up in many areas; a growing
local tax burden; an extremely seri-

favor from the Cook County machine, against an open GOP machine
man.
However, Republican voters handed the Governor's man a resound-

ous plight among Negro workers,
oyer 25 per cent of whom are unemployed, etc.) and the growing anti-

ing defeat in the primaries. Today,

the possibility for projecting

Con-

gress and the State Legislature whilc

this
z8

in

others to

the Republi."r,
In either
to provide fo1 -the unemployed; a case thiy seek to-r.irirre.
confine labor,s po!5T-sq".-tg. labol delegation to litical attion to subordinate depenSpringfield demanding, andwinning, dence on the machine. They diead
a special session to extend jobless- independent political action by labor
compensation payments; a demand fike'the plague.
from state and city. NAAC? lead. Little won'der then that despite the
ql^rld many prominent AEL and growth of the Chicago and -Illinois
C.IO l3ggl to the governo,r that he irbor movements intoihe largesr and
place
-FEPC on the agenda of the most powerful organizationi of the
special session; a _new impetus to
("nd among' the strongest in
labor unity, now. slated,for consum- "rea
the country), Chicago lags Tar bemation this October; a Midwest con- hind other'iities in iibor r'.pr.r.nuference of the Committee on
f9l1ti- tion, ler alone labor political action
cal Education (COPE) atlende{ by i;;;.;ri- Throrgt itt th. y.r* oi
gl.r.. 8p . deleg11g. at which )ack the"New Deal noi a single unionist
Kroll declared, "Thcre..is definitely sar in the City Councll and this
a new force in the political life of shameful situatiln continues to this
America and that force is COPE." day.
Most particularly is it seen in the
growing conviction among trade- THE COOK COLINTY MACHINES

cago dem-anding emergency measures

L,rrNors unon finds itself more involved in political action in 1958 than
it has been in many a year. This,
despite the fact that there is no statewide focal point comparable to the
gubernatorial contest in California.
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union activists that labor's politicalaction organizations must be built
on precinctr -ward and congresisonal
district levels.
But this conviction comes into collision with the covert but ill-disguise-d
opposition of a number of key officials of labor on the county and
state

level.

^P^aying.lipservice.to.national

CIO

policies

AFL-

Supported by a section of the labor

bu..",r.r".y, th. Cook County Democratic machine and to a lesser extent,
the GOP machine, take on the surface appearance of being all-powerful.

It

is

in

open secret iirat both main a division of

chines collaborate

spoils and ofHces, and have efiectively kept the city and state "sowed

on building COPE, up,,'b.tw..r, th.*.

The excuse offered by labor lead-

G
oo" faca of this ofieosivc, the btacklist ers for their collusion with the maff"iPi;"P,ff},*iifi:lftrf;,I San Kushoct chines is that "you can't ger any-
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where unless you play hall" and this
attitude has infected a section of the
electorate, demoralizing and immo-

run up against the roadblock of the

The most powerful of the political

on work inside the Democratic party.or on building independent political organization, pale into insignificance when it becomes plain-that
either road is pretty tffectively
blocked by the *aihin..

bilizing them.

political machine. The difference between some unionists as to where

the major emphasis should be placed,

machines is the Daley Democratic
machine in Cook County. With
strong precinct organizations built
on patronage, it has blocked nearly
every effort by labor's political aition organizations to gain any footIncreasingly, it becomes clear that
hold of influence at -the graisroots if labor in Illinois is ro emerge as
level inside the Democraiic party an independent force capable of-unitand in many instances independendy,
ing and leading an anti-monopoly
outside the two parties.
coalition, it must learn how to bieak
The PAC-UAW in Illinois, seek- the monopoly control of the Cook
ing to emulate the "Michigan Plan," County machines, and how to break
whereby that union has become a the political allegiance of some labor
decisive factor in the Democratic leaders to those machines.
Parry has been able to anain rhe
election of scores of precinct captains BEHIND THE MYTH OF
in many outside cities, winning a maINVINCIBLE POLITTCAL
jority in the Democratic Party in
MACHINES
some towns, and even electing union-

ists as Republican precinct captains.
But in Cook C,ounty it has run into
a stone wall, getting nowhere at all.
That is why, among the enthusiasts o{ COPE in the ranks of labor
in Cook County, the tendency is so
strong for building independent labor

political organization. But this en-

thusiasm often turns to anger and
resentment when it is frustrated by
the sabotage of AFL-CIO policies by
certain labor leaders wedded to the

old p,arty machines.
Thus, whichever way labor political activists seek to advance labor's
policies, insidc or outside the rwoparty set-up in Cook County, they

The secret of the power of the Cook

County machines is really no my&
tery. Out of rcz counties in Illinois,
ror elect the precinct captains at primary elections by enrolled voters. In
the roznd, the gounty of Cook, they
are appointed by the County Committecs of the old parties. It is not

surprising, t}erefore,

that

Cook

County committeemen are beholden
to their county committees, and to
the County Chairman first of all. In
the case of the Democratic Party,

the County Chairman is
Daley of Chicago.

Mayor

The Cook Counry machinec thus
of tight top coorrol

present a picure

derived from a f'ar-reaching Pauon-

age system on which thousands are
dependent and for which theY become willing hands on the Precinct
level. In thii feudal-like political setup, certain labor officials find their
nooks as receivers and dispensers of
favors, being "looked afterr" and in

turn "looking after" loyal supporters
bv allocation of lush ioba.
'Where the old-styli machines dis'
pensed iobs direcdy to a section of
ih. uoturs at a time when the labor
movement was small and weak, this

modern Drototvpe accomodates itself
to the gi"*th'"f labor's Power- 9d
infuenJe by allowing some labor

3r

very important step toward challeng'
ing the machine from within. This is
also related to the larger problem of
deepening trade-union consciousness
to the point where large numbers of
union members come to recognize
the special role and responsibility of
labor in relation to community organizations and problems, to the activities of its members and their families in all aspects of social life.
The 6ght against the machines in
general, and the Daley machine in
particular, is no simple or quicklY
accomplished task. The Daley ma-

will certainly not be smashed
this year or even next. The mere
leaders to dish out paftonage. A chief detailing of the problems involved
Durnose of this accommodation is make that quite plain.
A complicating factor is that the
io 't rrrot labor from emerging as
as
force
machine is no mere replica of
Daley
political
an'independent
support
the
old
Kelly or Kennelly machines.
labor
secure
is
to
as-it
much
Daley is in position to point to numfor the Democratic PartY itself'
The use of labor bY the DaleY ma- erous accomplishments in the city
cJrine exends to the aPPoinment of which set him ofl from his predecesa number of unionists as Precinct sors. The laborJiberal coalition
committeemen and to other Posts in forces have fought him on occasion,
the Democratic PartY. Once aP but have also supported him on even
pointed, however, theY - PraaicallY more occasions. In the future, too,
cease to function as trade unronlsts these forces will find it necessary,
and become, in effect, PartY wheel- on specific issues, to support and
work with Daley and other machini
horses.
This is as much a fault of the Poli- forces, even as they continue the
cies of labor leadership as it is of the longer-run struggle against the mamachine. Labor's offiiialdom, in the chine itself and machinism. This
main, has no outlook for - utilizing calls for a combination of adherence
oositions won in the two old parties to principle with highly fexible taci" advance trade-union obiectives' tics.
The selcction of precinct commitThe winninq of unionist-Precinct
committeemei to the fight for labor's teernen from above stends in stark
political obiectives would mark a contrast to the practice in scores of
chine
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other large. cities, throughout the the state's population living in Chicouotry. (Scatde, for example, cago-are in a position tq and often
where leadership in the old partiei is do, nullify the will of the other
constituted from the bottom up, start- ror counties (just as the GOP maing with voter election of precinct chine, with some outstate bases, at
captainE conventions of the latter to times teams up with the Daley maelect county committees, and so on chine to frustrate the will of the Cook
to the election of the state commit- County dectorate).
tees. During the Thirtics, this demoThe right of the voters to elect
cratic procedure facilitated the ability precinct captains must be won for
of labor and liberal forces to play the citizens of Cook County. The
a decisive role in the Democradc Pai- great metropolis on Lake MicJrigan
ty of Washington State, giving it, for must be brought into line with the
a period of time, a strong anti-mo- ror outstate "backwoods" counties.
nopoly, progressive current.)
Foremost in this fight should be
It would follow from this that he the powerful labor movement of
who would break the hold of the Cook County. How could any la.
machine on political life in Cook bor leader in Chicago or Illinois
County and Illinois must strike a justify his refusal to take up the
blow at the feudal political sysrem cudgels to give this elementary right
of county committee appointment of to the voters of Cook County I
precinct committeemen.
This fight is but one of a number
He who would build labor's inde- required to smash the stranglehold
pendent political organizations and
advance

the fight for labor

repregovern-

sentation on all levels of
ment must face up to the reality of
what it will take to smash the political machines which block these just
aspirations of labor. He who would
advance the 6ght for civil rights and

Negro representation on a// levels
must likewise strike a blow ar the
machines which seriously limit and
hamper the fuller, freer fulfillment
of this worthy goal. And he who
would have Chicago labor give a forwardJooking lead to the whole statc
of Illinois must face the fact that
the Cook County machines--due to
thc overwhelming preponderance of

of the machines on Cook County political life.
Alongside the fight for democracy
within the two old parties, it is necessary to build labor's independent political organizations at all levels and
to stimulate the development of other
forms of independent political expression, such as the Democratic Federation of Illinois, the Independent Voters of Illinois, etc.
Against the myth of invincibility of
the machines it is necessary to develop

arl awareness of the overwhelming
power of labor and the people, of
self-confidence among the people
that they have the spacity for sur.
mounting machine-conuol by win-

ning such elcctoral rdorms as indicated above, by political self-exprcssion through mass action on the is
sues and efiective political action or-

ganization

in the communities.

MOT/EMEI{T ON ISSUES
The tendencies and movcments for
in political ac-

greater independence

I

I
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oosition to the invasion of Lebanon.
^ In the r2th C.D., the labor and lib'
eral supporters for the re'election of
prelaboi C,ongressman Charles A.
Boyle have opened uP another avenue

of mass expression with a large-scale
street poll under the heading, "Your
Congressman Wants to Know."
Highlighting the fight against the d-epression and for peace, the poll soli-

tion express themselves in a variety cits opinion on what Congress
of ways.
should- do about tax cuts, public
In Chicagq the 9th and rzth as works, liberalizing unemployment
well as znd Congressional Districts compensation and social security, and
provide a number of positive experi- asks should we "work for immediate
ences rn recent years.
summit meeting with Russiar" "imIn the 9th, represented in Congress mediate ban on A- and H'bomb
by proJabor Sydney R. Yates,- La- testsr" "work with Russia for disbor's League for Political Education armamenL" "work out reciprocal
(AFL) and the PAC-CIO have co. trade agreements with all nations
operated for a number of years in including Russia, China, Poland,"

building precinct organizations, carrying through joint actions in elec.
tions, teaming up on issues and in

etc.

Thus, while top labor officialdom
to support the cold-war
policies of the State Department, labor at the grass roots is prepared to
small-business organizations-and are cooperate with liberal and other
generally moving in the direction of a forces to advance the easing of world
people's coalition.
tensions and promote peaceful coLabor's political action organiza- existence. One need not belabor the
tions have played a decisive iole in significance of such activities on the
the political life of this district. As issues of the day in helping deterthey grow and consolidate their posi- mine the direction and character of,
tions, they will reach a new status people's coalition movements in genrequiring 1 qew set of goals in keep eral and of labor participation in them
ing with their growing strength and in particular. Certainly the merit
influence. Indicative of thls new of such mass activity in breeking
potential is the fact that Congress- through machine control of political
man Yates' reply to a food of lettcrs expression here and now is self+vifrom his constituents stated his op dent.
maintaining headquarters under the
banner of COPE. They have formed
alliances with liberal, Negro and

continues

tir,
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the incumbent, Pro-labor

NEGRO INDEPENDE}IT
POLITICAL E)PRESSION

Barrett

O'Hara), the labor-liberal coalition

Of particular interest is the grow'
ing mood of political independence
the Negro people. Historically
"riorg
fight for Negro rePresentation
the
has invariably taken the form of in'
dependent movements inside and out-

side the two old parties, with.manY
victories coming in the form of old
party concessions to these insurgent

oolitical movements.
^ A new stage in this fight is ushered

in by Congressman Adam ClaYton

suDoorting Congressman O'Hara has
stiil^ to be" won"for these principles.
In these circumstances, the indepen'
dent socialist candidacy of Reverend
Joseph King could serve to helP
create conditions for a movement
strong enough to comPel one or both

old p-arties

t-o nominate

a Negro for

in the near future.
Tf,e Left in this case, committed
to supporting and strengthening the

Congress

labor-liberal coalition, and also com-

Powell's fight to prevent big-city machine imposition of choice of Negro

mitted to the fight for Negro rePresentation, finds itself working to
bring about the eventual unitY of

candidates upon the Negro voters.
The campaign of Dr. Roy T. Howard, of heroic fame in MssissiPPi,
on the Republican slate against the

both principles and both movements'
This indepindent position of the Left
will, with consistent work, in time
become the independent position of

of Democrat
William L. Dawson in Chicago's

entrenched machine

First C.D. takes on some of

these

the majority of the coalition, if not
of the coalition itself.
The movement for Negro rePre-

new features.
Dr. Howard's candidacy ofiers the
fust really serious alternative to Congressrnan Dawson in years. It particularly has the effect of helping to un-

sentation has already resulted in the
election of a Negro to represent the
zath Ward on the West Side, for the
fiist time, in a special by<lection this
year. It is opening new possibilities

freeze the situation, opening uP new

on all levels.

opportunities

for

independent, anti-

michine political expression by the
people, for building labor's political
-action
organization in an area where
it has seriously lagged, as well as
for building other forms of inde'
political organization.
-pendent
In the ind C.D., which is one of
a number of northern areas which
should be represented in C-ongress
by a Negro (acknowledged even bY

UNEVE,I{ DEVEIOPMENT OF
LABOR POLITICAL ACTION

The experiences in
and rzth e.D.'s are indicative of what
the znd, 9th,

can be done. But theY are bY no
means typical. In most of the re'
maining ten C,ook County districts,
as welf as in much of out-statg labor's political activities don't yet ap'

proach these advanced districts. A
number of decisive working class and
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lashed out again$t this practice, call-

organization, including congressional
districts embracing large areas of the

ing for far more attention to building up a large corps of volunteer
political action workers. They particularly stressed the role of women,
hundreds of whom have been doing

Southeast,

voluntary work for a number of years

Negro areas remain without efiective labor or liberal political-action

West Side, Southside,

Southwest and a number of workingclass suburbs.

One of the objectives of the r9r58
elections is to start overcoming the
gap between the advanced and back-

ward areas. No class-conscious worker can aflord to stand aside from this
develop,ment.

If there are tendencies to despair
among some of labor's political action
proponents over the obstacles placcd
in their way by some machine-tied
labor officials, one reason for it is the

absence in sufficient force ot. thc
clarity of perspectiue and the will to
oaercotne difricubies which a large
body of active Left forces could bring
to this movement. But the door ii
wide open at the grass roots level and

the cry for help is rising among
LLPE and PAC forces in rhe congressional districts. The opportunity
is there and the possibilities are greai.
A big difficulty in the way of building labor's political action organiza-

tions is one for which the labor
movement itself is responsible. This
is the practice of relying solely on a
small handful of paid workers limited

in

a score

of Mid-West cities.

With the large numbers of

unemployed unionists, with youth in growing numbers joining the ranks of the

jobless, the labor movement has a
ready-to.hand potential army of political action workers and fighters
for their needs. As in the memorable days of the great organizing

drives, the Communists and Left
have a new opportunity to provide

leadership-by-example

of voluntary

in the arena

organization for independent political action on a yearround basis, on the firm ground of
day-to-day struggle for the needs of
the people and the community.

OTHER INDE,PENDENT
DEVEI,OPMENTS

The tendencies toward independent, non-machine and anti-machine
political expression assume varicd
expressions. There is the develop
ment in some nationality groups of
language Democratic Clubc which

incline to progqessive policies and
activities. There is the continued
to a furry of activity on election existence and growth of the Indeeves, and sometimes in short regis- pendent Voters ef lllinqis, the local
tration campaigns.
affiliate of Americans for DemocratTo the credit of the leaders of the ic Action.
Mid-West COPE Conference they
Most notable is the rise of a new
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movement, the Democratic Federa-

tion of lllinois. Emerging but

a

comparatively short time ago as an

anti-machine organization, it -was
born, significandy, downstate where
the machine is weak or non-existent.
Claiming the traditions of the New
Deal, and avowedlY aiming for mass
politicd participation by the people

ir th. attiidote io machine-controlled

UA\M-CIO serve to cmPhasize that
one of the keys to unlocking machine-

conuolled iook CountY is downstate Illinois. The Communist Party
must find thc means for rebuilding
itself downstate, for helping to develpolitical moveoo the independent -ihe
peoPle in
,rierrt, of la^bor and
and out of thc old Parties as an important lever for moving Chicago.

politics, it has spread rapidly throughstate ind into Chicago itself where a number of communitY

SOME FEATURES OF THE
PARTY'S ROLE

sionali and small

One of the chief tasks of the Party in the 1958 elections is to draw the
lirsons of-ihe various foregoing developments, helping to bring to the

but the

clubs have been established. It is
led bv liberal intellectuals, profesmanufacturers.
Stephen Mitchell is generally credited

with inspirine it.
Its fust state conference, held in labor and people's movements a Perpolitical- acMay and addressed bY Mrs. Eleanor spective of independent
laborpeople's,
new
to
a
leading
tion
Roosevelt, affumed its independence
self-con6of
a
sense
party;
and
led
oPerating
while
where,
to the point
-the
and
Democratic Party, it as- denie that they have the Power
within
reaching
successfully
for
capacity
the
serted its right to endorse RePub
must gear our mass
licans where they ofrer an alternative this goal. We
and communitY toin
industrY
work
to oldline Democrats.
If the forces represented bY COPE, wards these objectives and be Preorganiza'
the DFI, the IVI, the NAACP and pared to innovate whatever
are remethods
and
forms
iional
the movements for Negro representatask.
historic
this
ouired
bv
of
task
don can prove equal to the
^
Actually, for a nurnber of reasons
concerting their efforts, then at-long
into at
last the p"opl. of Chicago and Illinois which space prevents going
naPcaught
was
Party
the
will have found that Power caPablc this timi,
independent
to
an
ping
respect
with
of bringing the era of machine polion a
tics to a close and opening u'P a new ro.i"litt candidate, not onlY
above,
mentioned
as
scale,
state-wide
ex'
political
freer
fuller,
period of
pression by the people leading to re- but also locally. The candidacY of
ilignment, and arraying against mo- Reverend ]oseph King was consumof
nopoly a grand people's coalition led mated as a result of the initiative
then
who
Trotskyites,
the
Pr9bv labor.
'The experiences of the DFI and of sented the Pirty with a fait accompli.

For a period, the Party's view of
the real significance of the King candidacy was obscured by the anticoalition as well as anti-Soviet aims

of the Trotskyites.

Intense study
together with
issues
involved,
the
of
knowledge of the positive character
of the candidate himself, brought
forward the issue of Negro rePresentation as a chief factor in this campaign, and the possibility of the King
candidacy making an important contribution on this score, as well as in
projecting a socialist viewpoint.
Reverend King himself had already
brought about the elimination of

Trotskyite-injected anti-Soviet slogans and met the view of the campaign held by the Party with understanding and sympathy. Stressing
the positive merits of this independent candidacy, the Party is working
to minimize and eliminate the anti-

coalition features iniected

by

the

SWP.

At the same time, the Party is faced
with the need for a more aggressive
policy towards the role of indepen'
ient'Communist and socialist candidates which, learning from California
and other experiences, not only do not

collide with the coalition-in-the-making, but also contribute to shaPrng
thE direction and character of the
coalition. Another opportunity for
developing such policies comes up in
the 1959 Spring municipal elections,
preparlio.y work for which must be
undertaken even before the November elections this year. In the meantime, the Party can make an imPortant contribution in the '58 elections

by boldly projecting its poliices as
indicated above, and through a big
expansion ot The
mass materials.

Wtfter

The October issue will contain an important article by
lames E. lacftson on thcoretical aspects of thi'e Negro
question,
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and local

ON THE 39th ANNIVERSARY OF THE

0n the lhirty-ilinth Anniversary ol the

CPtlSA

of the founding of the

Srrzzlrmra, 1958, marks the 39th anniversary
Communist Party in the United States.
Its formation grew out of the split between Right and L.ft- ytl-gt ,I
the Socialist Party over such basic qriestions as opposition to World War I,
attitude toward the newly born Soviet Union, and approach to th-e sharp'
ening class struggles in lhe United States. This split culminated-in the
exprilsion of thil-eft wing in r9r9. On August 3t, rgrg, in Chicago,
orr. L.ft-*ing group met ind foimed itself into the Communist Labor
Party of AmErica. A day later, on Septernber r,- r)rlt a second, muclt
larger group organized the Communist Party of America.
tfrJ C"i"*rinist Labor Party elected Albert Wagenknecht as its
executive secretary, and the Communist Party elected Charles E. Ruthenberg to the same position. In June, r9zr, the two organizatio_ns were
meiged to form a single Communist Party of the United States of

Contrary to the slanders of rpactionary elements, the Communist
Party is no foreign importation, but is deeply rooted in -the history-and
struggles of the Ame.ican working class. As Robert Minor said, in a
speech in May, ry44:
- "The forces that brought the Communist movement into existence are
the deepest, the rnost peimanent forces in American history. This land
of the most highly developed economic system and correspo'ndingly the
most powerfui-capitalist state-the largest and strongest capitalism the
world-has ever known-has within it more compelling social causes for
a Communist movement than any other country."
In the nearly forty years of itsexistence, our'Party has been deeply
identified with'the batiles of the workers, the Negro people, the poor
farmers, and of every exploited, oppressed group. It pioneered in the
fight for industrial unioniim and give yeoman iervice in the building
of-th. CIO. It conducted brave and-victorious battles against labor racketcering. It led the momentous struggles of the unemployed in the Great
Deprission of the thirties, and fought for unemployment insurance when
the AEL branded it as "communist."
38
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From its very inception, our Party took up the fight for Negro rights.
led such memorable batdes as the Flerndon and Scottsboro cases, and

By National Education Departmen*, CPUSA

America.

CPUSA

It
in later years such strugg'les

as the

Willie McGee, Martinsville

Seven,

Rosa Ingram and other cases. It has fought unceasingly against all forms
of discrimination and has crusaded for Negro-white unity and against
white chauvinism.
Our Party pioneered in the struggle against the fascist menace and

in the fight for peace. We gave everything for victory against fascism
in World War II. Following the war, we fought staunchly against
McCarthyism and particularly. against the Srnith Act persecutions-a
fight which has culminated in major victories. And we continued, even
at the height of the cold war hysteria, to uphold the banner of peace.
Today our Party is emerging from a severe crisis, both ideological
and organizational. It has firmly re-established its Marxist-Leninist bearings and is beginning, slowly but surely, to resume ia place in the
economic and political life of our country. It has begun a process of
rebuilding and consolidation of its ranks. Its infuence is beginning
again to grow.
The Party's anniversary is an occasion for stepping up and advancing
the process of strengthening and consolidation. We call upon the Party
districts to utilize it as the starting point of a rhree-month campaign:
(a) to promote study and discussion of the history of the Party
and of the lives and work of its founders and leaders; to circulate and
use such books as William Z. Foster's History of thc CPUSA; as well
as.such recent works as Oakley Johnson's biography of C. E. Ruthenberg,

The Day Is Coming, and the numerous other books and pamphlets

available.

(b) to revive and extend the study of Marxist theory and the use of
the Marxist classics; to orgarrize classes and schools on an expanding
scale, with special attention to classes for youth;
(c) to build the circulatiot ot The Worfter and Political Affairs;
(d) to increase tle tempo of Party registration and the establishment
of functioning clubs in all areas.
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THE MID-EAST: PEACE OR

-I

wAR

APTHEKER

(PART ll)*

SrcnETeRv or Srern Dulles, speaking at the recent London meeting o{ the Baghdad-Pact powers, said that PresidentNasser of the United Arab Repub.lic did not
represent "true Arab nationalism." Apparendy, Mr. Dulles, who behaves as
though he thinks he is God's Regent on earth, was oflering himself as the bonaof Arab nationalism, or, at least, as its mo-st authoritative
fide representative
-Since
judge.
he was spcaking to the Baghdad Powers, minus Baghdad, and since
noni of the others is an Arab state, and since all of them are his junior partners
or of6ce boys, it is not surprising that no one in London contradicted him.
Mr. Dulles was wrong again. Nasser epitomizes Arab nationalism and this
is the source of his strerigth-. He stands for Arab independence, unity, social
reform, and neutralisrn; these represent the content of Arab nationalism. His
limitations also refect accurately that nationalism, dominated and guided as it is

at this period, by the

bourgeoisie.

By and large, the American press has rgnored or grossly distorted the nature
and significance of the Egyptian Revolution which began in 1952. That press
to genuine mass revolutionsl in. addition, its chauvinism
notoriously is unfriendly'events
in Africa-Nasser would be jim-crowed in Alamakes its- reportage of
bama--especially iuspect. When to this is added the specifics of the infuence
of the biliiont 6f tn" oil corporations, and the fierce haired of Arabs characteristic of Right-wing Zionism, one understands why the Egyptian . Revolution
has been ai misrepresented in the American Press, as was and is the Russian.

THE EGYPTIAN REVOLUTION

ln ry52 was overthrown the Egyptian monarchy*as foyl -1 government as has
ever exiiled. This marked the teim]nation of an inherited, divine-right, ChurchState royal regime that had had six thousand years of continuity; its destruction
is one of the epochal events in human history.
Nasser is the product, as well as the present leader, of the national-liberation

movement of Egypt-itself a part of the larger movement of Arab nationalisrt,
and of the worki-wide struggle against imperialism. The Egypuan struggle, as
is characteristic of such efforts, in seeking independence also sought democratization-the question was not only home rule, but also, who shall rule at homel

-GA*
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As Professor Hans Kohn remarks*: "The nationalist struggle in Egypt was in
no way directed against only Britain. The Court was in bitter opposition to
the Wafd [the independence party] and to its democratic demands."
Many commentaiors and editorialists in the United States identify Nasser
with Hitler; in a recent communication, the Fresident of the United States made
a similar comparison. The equation is withorrt substance and is made demaof iustifying a policy bulwarking leacttgn and geared
gogically
with-the purpose
-war-making.
-Michaei
Adami, Mid-East correspotrdent tor the Mantoward
chester Guardian, directly gives the lie to this cornparison in a volume just published (Saea and After, Beacon Press, $4.5o):
There is no suggestion in'Nasser's approach that Arabs or Egyptians
are better people than anyone else, and no search for scapegoats among his
own people. . . . The Egyptian Revolution was achieved without any
bloodihed, and the only lives lost for political reasons in its first year
were those of two ringleaders of a riot near Alexandria, . . . And iust as
there have been no purges, no pogroms, none of the sadism and brutality
which degraded Nizi Germany, so the Egyptian revolutionary leaders
have steadfastly avoided the outward pomp with which Hider and his
associates surrounded themselves, as well as (and in contrast to the
preceding Egyptian regime) the libertinism which so often accompanied

it.

More significantly, in the case of Egypt one is, o{ course, dealing wilt-r a
markedly u-ndeveloped country in the throes of a revolution against colonialism
and feudalism; in the case oi Hitler Germany one dealt with a highly induv
trialized, monopoly-capitalist country, possessing a numerous and ultra-modern
army, which terrorized and slaughtered a large proportion of its home poprr
lation and then, with arms, set out to conguer the world. And, while Hitler.
epitomizing fascism, destroyed bourgeois democracy in Germany, and furthered
the interest-s of the most reactionart financiers, industrialists and |unker landholders, Nasser, epitomizing a revolutionary nationalism, has destroyed an
entrenched *ot at.hy, signifilantly democratized Egyptian life, opposed the interests of the nobility ,nd the largest landowners, and taken the lead in an
Arab-wide battle against imperialism.
Since the .orrteit of the Egyptian Revolution has gone largely unreported, s_o
far as the majority of the Amiiiian people are concer-ned, it rnay be well to spell
out in $ome detaii the accomplishments of that Revolution in the past six years.
First, the monarchy was destroyed and a Republic establishedl second, the. special
statui and privileges of the nobiilty have been eliminated and with the title
of King went the-titles of Bey and Pasha; third, the most significant land reform lJgislation and action in the history o{ the Arab world have been instituted.

In this connection, let it first be noted that the former King Farouk Persoq! In en essay, .,Netionalism" io Etnest Jackh, ed., Bach$otac of the Milldle Ear, (colaeu

Uolv. Prtss, 1952),

p,

L56.

r,
I
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owned one-third of the cultivated land of Egypt. His lands have bccn conIn December, 1952, tlie I-and Reform Law forbade
indivdual ownership of over zoo feddans (zo7 acres) of land. Landowners were
to be compensated, rather generously, and implementation was to be spread
over_a-five-year period. The reform certainly iJ partial and its implemeniation
has left much.to be desired; nevertheless, i,zoo-<,wners of r;67,ioo acres of
Iand have been forced to give sp 727,ooo acres and one-tenth of the landless
masses of Egypt have been given some land.
The bourgeoisie, dominating the Egyptian Revolution, tend nor to really battle
for significant social reforms, even wheie these are drrected against theii traditional class foe-the great landowners. As Charles Issawi, of the Department of
Economics of the United Nations, writes, in explaining this timidity*:-"Still more
important is their common fear of social revolution, the prospect of which restrains the industrialists from pressing the landowners too ha1d."
Before the Second World War, there was an income tax on commercial and
industrial profits, but not on land rents; in 1953 this discrimination in favor of
the landowners w?s termrnated. Under t}re King, the formation of trade unions
by agricultural workers was forbidden; in 1953 thb prohibition was ended and
there are today in Egypt more than fifty trade unioni of farm workers. Under
the. King, the formation of a national federation of trade unions (of urban workers) was forbidden; since the Revolution, this prohibition wai ended and a
National Federation of 'Irade Unions exists in Egypt today. Under the King,
minimum wage laws were non-existentl today they exist and even include minlmum wage provisions for farm workers. The minima are very, very low, it is
true, and the Left in Egypt seeks to remedy this as it seeks to cairy thiough completely the revolution on the land; but the fact is that the principle of minimum
wages for all working people has been established. Furtheimore, a recent
enactment forbids employers from firing workers, without the approval of a
court of law; Stephen P. Dorsey, Deputy Director of the Ofice of Near Eastern
Afiairs in the State Department, has remarked**: "This provision is of particular
concern to foreign investors . . ." and one can well believe him.
Church and State have been separated in the new Egypt, and the revolutionary Constitution guarantees full equality for all citizens regardless of their faith.
The revolutionary Egypt has embarked on the eflort to equalize the position of
women-in tg57, for the first time in history, Egyptian women cast their ballots.
And, also for the first time, secondary education has been made compulsory in
Egypt.
It is within this whole context that one is to place the nationalization
in ry56 of the Suez Canal. Despite all the dire prcdictions, Egypt has kept
the traffic fowing through the Canal-with Egyptian technicians and pilots, whb,
it was said by the Europeans "could never do it." And she has reached an
amicable serdement with the former stock-holders of the Canal Company, to the
cssay, ''rhe Entepreneut Class," in S. N. Fisher, d., Sociel Forcet ia tbo Mkklt€ E4t,
(C,oraell ""
Uoiv. Press, 1955), D. 116.
a'U,S,
Dei&trtnt ol Stete B*lleti*, Mz, 9, 1955.

llly

fiscatod and nationalized.
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tune of compeo.sating them with $8r millions. (By the way, if this has becn the
result with the canal, why could it not bc with oilt)-the
Egyptian poprlation still
The fact ig of course, that the vast maiority of
live in the most dire poverty. It will tai<e *"oy years-of maior efiort-with
more thoroughly revolutionary undertakings-to eliminate that in Egypt Cgttainly, it cariiroi be eliminated where fuid capital is'scarce and the nation deperrd-s,
it does today, on a single crop<btton-for its economic viability,
"r that crop is'subject to the desires and manipulations of world. capiand where
talism. There is n ore th"t coincidence to the precipiiate fdl in the price oI
Egyptian cotton since :1952, and the fact that th! Rlvolution dates from that same
y.fi lt is this economii dependence, and the promise and action by the Socialist
wprld-in purchasing cotton and in extending long-term credits at low interest
rates, in signing advantageous economic agreements (like the r2'year agre-ement
signid witf, th; USSR ii fanuary, r958)-that are central factors in the West's
attitude towand the Nasser government.
Even sq it is important to note that real rrages, for the approximately two
city workers, have gone up ever since 1952. Acand a half million Egyptian
-findings
ts
Nations (Economic

cording to the latest

of the United

.DeueloPrnct

East, ry56-ry57, Columbia University Press, $r.75), taking 1953
as the base year (roo), the real wage level in Egyp in r95o was 83.3; Lt tg54i
rr3.8; in ry552 u8.7; and in ry56l. n6.5.
"Tie teaiii and the significanJe of thJEgyptian Revolutiot
T"y !:. rygrme{
up in the words of Eliziteth Monroe, direJtor o{ the Middle Last Division of
the British Ministry of Information during the Second World War, and for the
past fourteen y.ari Middle East correspondent for Tic (London) Economist.
Very recently, Miss Monroe stated:

in the-Middle

The Egyptian social revolution, the most. important phenomenon of

lriifr. Uiaate East, attracts the people oI the region rnuch as the
Fren66 Revolution once attracted liberai Europe. The people of the
Middle East are caught in its spell for a number of reasons-not merely
because it put an end to rule by a self-interested-oligarchy and-ofiers new
openings ti commoners, but beiause it has transformed years of Arab talk
into deids of daring; because it has placed the Arabs on the map and oh'
tained a world healing for their point of viewl because it has thrown ofi
the last shackles of peiennial foreign domination (Neut Republic,Iune t6,
the r95o's

1958)'

THE wAR uPoN EGYPT

Foreign intervention was used in an effort to destroy the French Revolution,
the RussLn Revolution, the Chinese Revolution-and the Egyptian Revolution.
The attack upon Egypt, participated in by Israel, France and England, af6r
months of ,eci.t pl*irrirrg,-.arnoi be understood unless

it

be seen in terms of the

meaning of the Egyptian Revolution for the Arab world from North Africa to
Syria.
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Tgday we are assured that this combined assault "had Nasser whipped in
days" (U.S. Neus and World Rcport, luly 25,, 1958); that "two more-days of
figlrting would have brought down Nasser's regime" (N. y. Heraid Tribune,
luly ,7, 1958). And Max krner, with the speiial venom that dripa from his
pen when he writes of the Arabic world, tells his readers that "President Eisenhower and Secretary Dulles picked Nasser up cut of the mud of the Nile, and
brushed him ofi and gave him back his poweiand prestige" (N. Y. Post, l:urrre 25,
r958).
Related

is the report by the syndicated Washington columnist, Robert S.
Allen, that at the emergency meeting between the Preiident and lea<iers oI Congress held |uly 14, t958, "a House leader" asked the President: "Don't you
think it would have been .infinitely better to have allowed Britain, France and
Israel to have finished off Nasser a couple of years agol Wouldn't that have
saved a lot of trouble and expensel" To which, writes Mr. Allen, the President
replied: "0n second guess, yCs."
To such widespread opinions, certain facts must be juxtaposed, vital to an
understanding of the present Mid-East crisis.
First, the Egyptian crisis, so Iar as this was reflected in the nationalizing of.
the Suez Canal was caused, as Michael Adams states, by "the precipitate action"
taken by the U.S. government in fuly, 1956, in reversing its prbmises on the Aswam Dam project, and doing so in a blatantly arbitrary manner spiced with
gratuitous insults to the government of Egypt. Second, the Egyptian action was
entirely legal, and her Governnrent's attitude so embarrassingly reasonable and
accommodating that the British and French governments found themselves repeatedly in the position of one who advances demands with an intention to fight
and then, finding the demands met, has to concoct new and more severe demands.
Indian proposals, accepted by Egypt, were rejected by England and France.
United Nations proposals, accepted by Egypt, were rejected by England and
France. Throughout this Anglo-French capriciousness, Dulles ofiCred firm
support.

By luly, 1956 there was firm-though then secret-agreement between France

and England to seek the destruction of the Nasser government by arms; and
both governments werc led to believe that this would not meet United States
objection. The Israeli attack was sponsored (and panially provisioned) by
France, and its timing and scope were pushed ahead at French insistence. Imme-

diately after the Israeli assault, France and Britain anounced ultimatums
to both combatant powers; both, attacked and attackers, were warned to cease
firing within twelve hours, and the attacked power was required to withdraw its
own troops, at once, from its own territory, in and around the C,anal! "It was,"
said an unnamed western diplomatluoted by Paul fohnson,* assistant editor
of the (London) New gtrsTssnTsn-"the most brutal ultimatum in modern history."

Of course, the ultimatum was iejected, as it was meant to be. At once, on
-l[-ii"
valuable book, Tbe S*ez V* (Grmberg Publishers, N. Y., 1957), p. 94.
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October 3r, British and Frcnch planes bombed thc cities of Cairo, Alexandria,
Port Said, and Ismailia, bringing wholesale death and destruction. These bomb
ings continued day and nighi fol five full days; on November 4 several thousand
French and British paratroops landed at Port Said and Port Fuad, to bc followed
the next day by 3opoo Britiih and French cornmandos, with scores of tanks.
Far from the war being nearly over, or Nasser being in the mud of the Nilc,
effective Egyptian resistance wai just beginning, espe-ially with the wholesale
arming of thc civilian population, starting on November 4. Indeed, the Western
announcement of the surrender of Port Said was a fraud; for though it appears
that the o6cer in command there did dcsire to surrender, the men refused and
the city had to be taken by storm, the Egyptian troops not moving_out until they
had loit one thousand dead and fifty-five hundred wounded**and then they re'
tired in good order.
The evidence is plain that the lrcnetration oJ the main populated regions of
Egypt had barely bigun when the [,IN cease-fire was acceded to. When one
remembers that ihe ien million people of Algeria have held their own against
several hundred thousand French troops for over four years, it is absurd to believe that the forces of England and France could have destroyed the Egyptian

Revolution-which was their purpose-in days or wecks or ever.
The thwarting of the imperialist plans in Egypt and the stopping of the attack was due to Egyptian resistance, to an outraged and articulate ,world gpiir'

ion, to the might of the Soviet Union and the Socialist world which plainly
attack. It was by no means United States
,.iion-"r Max krner and ldr. Dulles like to Pretend-which was decisive.
This action played a part, and was itself the result of the forces already men-

expressed its deiermination to stop the

tioned. It appeirs, too, that the sanctirnonious Secretary of _Sta-te double<rossed
Eden, but ii pr"t ]ohnson writes: "surely Eden knew Dulles well enough
to realize that nothing he said could be relied on-cven if it were down in
writing." And the double-cross sought to accomplish one of the central purposes
of Am-erican diplomacy for the past doz€n years-namely, to displace Britain as
the dominant power in the Mid-East. This failed because the Egyptian gorernmenr did not buckle or yield, and because its Revolution was strengthened, not
weakened bv the attack.
This exilains why the noble Eisenhower goverrunent froze forty million
dollars in Egyptian asiets in the United States, during the Suez crisis_; why it reiected an Eiyptian request that it release $r4,ooo (fourteen thwsanil dollars) of
ihe millions*iiorer, * thrt medicines could be shipped at once for the wounded
of Cairo and Port Said; this is why it refused to sell any surplus wheat to the
desperately suivin-g to halt starvation in the wake of the
Egyptian government
"."d
the invasion.** (Incidentally, both medicincs and wheat camc from
U"'11tbi"g,
the "bailaarians" of the USSR.)
o

eddition to the

book, sec oo this point, Guy Ifiat tnd P' Cslvocorctsi, Mhldle Ea
R. pouc, ia Foreie, Ai.ht, Julv, 1e58.
and

In
Johason
t*f .(tiTil
Hh.'#ift'ti 'f'I] *r"
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_. A.prime

lesson, then,

Eisenhower-i.e.,

from the suez war is not that extracted by president

it is too bad the war

was not continued until'Egypt lay

prostrate-. The lesson rather is that the days of r83o, when battleshi[i'couli
easily take over Algicrs and r88z when battieships ciuid easily take over Alexandria _are gone and done with. Today one-third the world is Socialist, and
colonialism is dying.

THE MASSES ARE IN MOTION
Immediately upon the news of the revolution in Iraq, when the cxtent of
in the Middle East was unclear and the possilllity 9f u.s.-backed war there was great (it is still far from remote) the'Neu
Y-orft Times was careful to explain to its readers that in that part of the world
there "cannot be a real, popular, mass uprising." This was -bocause, the editorial (fufy r5) went on to eiplain, "the m^ajoritiof the country . . . is'politically

.

American__military involvement

apathetic."

If what one has now ,mong thc ma-sses in the Middle East is apathy, then
the Dulles Brothers are really rr.eedom fighters. Thc great fact is quite itt op
posite of t\9 Timel assertion-as is noimal. On tf,is, op.rt,
Thu's,
George Hakim, writing

in

"!r"..

ry5zz

The poverty-stricken, disease-ridden

masses

of the Near and Middle

East are. slowly awakening to thc misery of their condition and gradually
are realizing ,1r", i! is not unalterable.' . . . Th.y are coming to rcatize
that they can be rid of diseases and epidemics and that their*work need
not be painful and strenuous. Their right of education is being affirmed,
and they have come to believe that ttiey need not remain illileratc and
ignorant (Ernest |ackh, ed., cited work, pp. fi3-6$.

Elizabeth Monroe, wriqng
3o, rgJf), said of the Arab:

it

the

Neu Yorft Timcs Magaztne itsclf (Aug.

Today he is as unlettered as he always was but he knows what he does

not want. He does not want the life he has been used to leading in
squalor and disease without hopc of a living wage and he does not warr
rulers who promise him better srandards ind then fail to alter his lot.
fh. k.J to.his.change of outlook is his sudden grasp of the fact that rnisery

is not inevitable.

Emil l,engyel, returning from the Mid-East in

1953, reported the same ob-

servation:

What did the people wantl They wanted to live, of course, and not
melcly to vcgetatc, worse than animals. Bread, that's what they wanted,
and occasioudly a littlc meat. They wanted to have a piece of land,
and somc work paying wages on which they could live.
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Business men, writing for an! to each other in their organ, Business weft,
sometimes inadvertently let out-imperialist truths. Thus, ii that magazine foi

,,Keeping
Reds dnrt of the
l-p{il_ r, 1955 -there is a run-of-thi-mill article on
Mid-East," and here one finds the ordinary nruck aboui
of strength,
$riti"rn
and Dulles' wishes and the reed for powerful pacts, erc. But right in the mijdli
of the conventional twaddle ,ppeari _a little ime-bomb-the"really dangerous
thing in the Mid-East, one learni, is that the masses there "for the hrst tiine in
their history, believe that their life of misery and poverty isn't inevitable."
T. Cuyler Young, -chairman of the Dlpartment oi Oriental Languages at
-. .
Princeton, puts the point more centrally in^discussing "The crisis in-the-Near

East":

One of the paramount changes

in the area is the conviction of

masses that en economy of scarcity and
necessary _nor inevitable, bur rather

the

their own poverty are no longer

it is possible--and'their rightJto
in the world's plenty. (S. N. Fisher, id., cited work, p. 253).
. Greater. than any enefgy yet released in otr atomic age, is the energy contained in the mass apprehension of the new fact in the wlrld: poverty,l'hough
aflicting nle six. out of every- ten human beings, is no longer necessary; now
sharc

technological and industrial and scientific advancis have reachid the poini where
everyone may. hale a rich, full, healthful, and cultural life. This new capability
and, above all, the fact that its essential import has been grasped bv ttre oveiwhelming majority of mankind make inevitable the elimination of all exploitative-based obstacles to its realizarion.
In light of the geographic and climatic problems of the Mid-East the reader
may wonder whether in that. region too the real possibility of eliminating poverty
:xists, The answer is yes, it does.
This is the answer made.by the
Repofi ol the Unitcd Natioas Suraey
-Final it was demonstrated that,
Mjslion-for the Middle Eyt (r9afi. There
for example,

while there were ten million acres of cultivable.land in northern Iraq, only-r5
percent of tlrat actually was cultivatedl in southern Iraq it was held'that thi
prgsent acrreage of 3,zoo,ooo could be doubleC. In Syria, out of the total available
cultivable land, only 12
ryI cent was then being used; kbanon could double
its-present rro,ooo acres of irrigated land; ]ordan was using but 6 per cent of its
cgltivable land, and enormous _ possibilities _ existed there with iodern ,nage
of its two rivers, the lordan and the Yarmuk.

An Arab scholar, writing in

1956, stated*:

There is litde doubt that the potentialities for development are tremendous. Agriculture can be expand4 -qy times in every Arab counrry,
thereby providing,a stable groundwork for greater indusirial expansion,
higher living standards, and improved social conditions.

--1ffi-

Zdd Nuscibch, Tbe ldan of Arab Nerionditm (CotnellUniv. Press, 19J6), p. f97.
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Of coursc, this will take careful, overall planning, Arab unity, the cxtirpa'
tion of feudalism, and the elimination of imperidism--and pcace. Hcnce one
finds in the requirements for the elimination of impoverishrnent e)Bctly dp PPgram of the Arab revolution now shaking the world. Old Canurc Dulles
mgy rant and rave, tie himself to sheiks, landlords and kings, and throw to
gether ten thousand military pacts, but in uying to sustain a status quo that has
iun out its time and evoked the universal hatred of the masses enduring it, he
has undertaken a hopeless as well as amoral task.

..MUNICH" AND "APPEASEMENT"

It is thc height of irony to 6nd defenders of imperialist aggression in thc

Middle East insisting that its existence prevents a new "Munich" and proves
opposition to "appeaslment." One finds Max Lerner, for example,_ in advocating
aggrcssion into Lebanon, under the guise of U.N. auspices,. in his column of
fune 25, 1958, actually insisting that the defense of the Chamouu regime.in
l,ebanon tould be the equivalint in our day of the defense of the Spanish

Republic
-And back in the r93o's.
|oseph Alsop-who read himself out of civilized society (but not the
N.Y. Herald Tribuie) recenlly by defending the wholesale use of torture in Algeria-felt (|uly r8) that if the landing of troops in Lebanon were not followed
6y the invasion of Iraq with the purpose of restoring a monarchy there and
undoing the revolution of fuly 14 we would witness the "Munich" of our time.
A fEw days later (]uly z5) one had the extraordinary experience of sceing
ihe President of the United States lecture the Premier of the USSR on the foreign
policy of the Soviet Union during the thirties, when Stalin pointed out that ac(uiescence in the rapes committed by fascist fapan, Italy and Germany uPon
neighboring weaker powers was paving the way towards general war. Stalin,
said the President, was right, and failure to adopt the collective security proposals
of the US.SR did, in fact, result in world war. The United States was not going
to follow this path again, said Eisenhower to Khrushchev, and therefore had
sent troops to Lebanon, and welcomed Britain's dispatch of troops to fordan!
But, of course, appeasement was the policy followed by the bourgeois
democracies towards fascist powers because the Western capitalists profoundly
sympathized with the fascist "solution" at home and ardently desired the implementation of the fascist promise abroad- namely, to attack and to destroy
ihe Soviet Union. This is why the Hcrald Tribunc and Mr. Dulles, personally,
\trre among the leading appeasers of the r93o's and the foremost Municheers
of that era. Their policy then as now was support of worldwide reaction and
the stimulation of war; their policy then as now was that of anti{ommunism.
and then as now that policy is one pregnant with the danger of fascism and war.
We will offer just two quotations from prominent Arnericans of the so-faraway r93o's to recall to the present reader the spirit and the content of Munich
and of appeasement. Here is General Hugh S. |ohnson, onetime top figure in
the "New Deal," spcaking in 1938:
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There is only one comforting thought in the wholc dark futureHider, at lcast, seems to be headed in the other direction-toward thc
East and away from Britain, France and, eventually, us. . . . If Hider
IDEAS

continues his ihartered course as advertised, sooner or later he must collide
with Russia. . . . It might possibly be that the salvation of the democracies

be the tactics of the Chicago police when ganghood was in fower,
to let the mobsters kill each other ofi. It saved trouble . . . and was much
more efiective than police intervention in ridding the tvorld of rats.
(N. Y. Woild-Telegram, Oct. rr, 1938).

will

Early in 1939, Roy Floward, of the Scripps-Howard chain, was .cabling
from Europe of how "rational" Hitler's speeches were, particularly where he
complained "of the injustice of the Versailles treaty" and "against AngloFrenlh attempts to throtde Germany's economic growth and commercial outlets." Support-of these "rational" proposals ought to be, said Howard th9n, the
basis of U.S. foreign policy; as for the Soviet Union, it "is an exploded bop"it is washed up as a factor in any immediate alignment against fascism." (N. y.
World Telegram,March 29, April 3, April 6']939"
Those aie typical expressions of Munich demagogy; its essence was the de'
fense of ultra-reaction, anti-Communism, and the preparation of war upon
the Soviet Union. This is the essence of brinlananship, and to defend Dullesism
on the grounds of having learned the lessons of Munich-and even to evoke
the sacrld memory of Spiin's martyndom-is to "come in sheep's clothing, but
inwerdly to be ravening wolves."
LEBANON, IORDAN AND HUNGARY
One finds it commonly argued in much of the American (and some of the
European) press that the'American and British interventions in kbanon and
fordan *.re Iik. the Soviet intervention in Hungary----only very-much "better."
The nature of this argument is summed up in a letter from Ferenc A. Vali,
identified as a one-time Professor of International Law at the University of
Budapest, published in the N. Y. Times,-Arg.9, rg5S..Professor.Vali finds dre
American and British military actions better from a legal, social, moral and
political standpoint, for in the Anglo-American case the interventions came as
ihe result of tlre proper reguests of legal_ governments; in the other, it did not.
Further, in the Anglo-amerlcan case the interventions were meant to serve
peace and {reedom; ln the Soviet case the intent was to crush freedom and so
threaten peace.

professor vali is wrong on every ground. The soviet Army ig 1956 prevented
the destruction of socialism in Hungary; its action nipped in the bud an effort
to establish an extremely reactionary regime in Hungary, which, if successful,
would have threatened the existence of Socialism throughout eastern Europe
and would have most seriously enhanced the danger of world ,war.. The Anglo
A..ri.ao armies are in the Mid-East in order to curb the development of a
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democratic, national-liberation movement; their presence there afironts freedom

and endangers world peace.
- But what I wish particularly to point out is that which is strangely missing
from Professor Vali's analysis, and goes unmentioned in all the equitions I have
seen between Lebanon-Jordan and Hungary. This is the fact tLat the Soviet
Army did not enter Hungary in October, 1956; the Soviet Army was stationed
in Hungary at that time. It was stationed there in accordance with the provisions
o{ international treaty approved by all the Allies who together had defeated
the fascist forces in World War II. Ihe Red Army was-in Hungary under
identical provisions and (ostensibly) for the same purpose that explained the
p_resence of American and French and British (and Russian) troops in Germany.
These were occupation troops, present in enemy territory, as a result of victory
in war. And the essential function of those troops, according to the solemn
treaties closing the Second World War, was to see to it that the defeated powers
never again tf,reatened the peace; above all, to see to the accomplishment of that
basic task by extirpating the last vestige of fascism and by guaranteeing that
fascism never reappeared in any shape or form.
. Of course, the Western Allies have taken this solemn obligation so lighdy
that the Supreme Commander of the Ground Forces of NATO is now General
S_peidel, the Nazi butcher in charge oJ Hitlert occupation of Paris! But surely
this is not a good demonstration of what Professor Vali calls the superior moral
right of the Anglo-American forcest But the main point is that the Soviet Army
in seeing to it that fascism did not have a chance ro reappear again in Hungary
was performing exacdy its legal (as well as social and moral) duty, as prescribed
by international treaty, a treaty won after oceans of blood had been ixpen{ed.

LEBANON IORDAN, AND IRAQ

It

is now generally admitted, even by the American press, rhat the main pur-

of the Anglo-American military interventions in Lebanon and |ordan was
to crush the Iraqi revolution of |uly 14. The pwposes of maintaining the wobbly
regimes of Hussein and Chamoun were of course offered as the official explanapose

tions, and they were not without consequence; but the main intent at the time
to launch an armed attack upon the new Iraqi government, with the
assistance of troops from Iran and Turkey. Since this is so generally admitted
now, perhaps only one quotation-from dozens available-may be ofiered t<r
substantiate it. This comes from C. L. Sulzberger's column, in the N. Y. Times

was

(Aug. 6, 1958):

When we dispatched troops to Lebanon it was apparent this was more
be in place to move against a new Iraqi regime than to protect
President Chamoun, who had requested such a force for weeks.

in order to

I would like, however, to ofier some information on the nature of the Lebanese and ]ordanian governments which American and British soldiers are guard-
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ing-in the name of freedom!-and on the nature of the former Iraqi governto restore which Mr. Dulles very nearly plunged the world'irito the

ment,

ultimate catastrophe of. general war.
The two which still exist, and the one eliminatsd by revolution, are (was)
:orrupt, tyrannical, backward, brutal, and popularly
as corrupt,
popularly despised as any governments in human history.
under chamoun, kbanon alone of all Arab states did not break ofi rela.
tions with France and England after their attack in 1956 upon Esvpt. Lebanon
ratified the Eisenhower_Doctrine, and it did this, in IrI'"-..h, i957, iitually before
it had been approved by the- U.S. Senate! On April 5, ,.9,5ji'Ct^moun asked
Parliament t9 approve. his policy.
ll.lurg coincidince,-on'Afril 4, washington
announced the allocation of ten million dollars to aid rrbanonl and to adi to
strange coincidences, on rhat very April 5, the U.s.s. Forrestal,
6o,ooo to,ns of
"il
that largest aircraft carrier in the world, together with its full complement
of scores
of. planes and 3,5oo crew rnembers, was iteaming outside the harbor of Beirut,
while an attendanr American helicopter buzz,ed fishing vessels in the same port.
Chamoun's Parliament approved.
_ .During the.monrh of |une, ryq,7, Parliamentary elections were held in
I-ebanon, and chamoun's proDulles siand was the central issue, It was despised
by the po.pulatio-n, but-the vore,returned 46 out of the 66 deputies for chamoun.
Howl First, +s% of the population did not vore, accordinq to the sovernmenr.
$c9nd, fifty opposition leaders were killed during the elections, iwenty-three
, of them at one time. Third, the Government was openly buying-votes, anci, as
the corr:espondent fo-r the Manchestcr Guardian reporied ,t ihe time, ,,ihe
prices of votes were being freely quotod." Added to this, according to the same
on-the-spot reporter, were intimidaiion of officials and the falsificati-on of rerurns.
In addition to the $ro.million officially allocated by washington in April, as
already mentioned,.Bushrod Howard, writing in the New {epublic (fune'3o,
J958) reports vely_ large expenditure of money during the elections in'Leban"on
by "an unnamed United States agency."
Thus, chamoun won a decisive victory. Having the necessary two-thin:ls
majority in Parliament needed ro amend the constitution, chamoun let it be
known that he desired an amendment ro make possible a second term for himself, for_another six_years, after his term was to end in 1958. However, this was
too much-rigged-elections, and fifty.corpses-and the Foriestal norwithstanding.
For, as Bushrod Howard notes, in the cited source: "When this plan becam"e
' known, not only the vasr majority of the Moslems but the r.r"iiitv of the
Ohristians announced their opposition." From then on, Chamoun,s gorara*arrt
descended ever more rapi{ly into a quasi-fascist form, and all preteise of seeking.popular.o.r gvel Parliamentary-lpplov4 was dropped. cabinet Ministers,
lrcginning with the-Attorney-General in Aprif ry57,began to resign at a furioui
r:rtc and to be replaced with acquiescent lackeys. orgitized opfosition amons
the intelligentsia, merchants, students, urban workers ind iarmeri took on mori
nud more of a revolutionary flavor. A climax came when, in April, 1958, eighty
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of the most distinguished citizens of Lebanon-Moslem and Christian-slgned
a manifesto *rr.riig the country against an impending attempt by the Presi'
himself for a second term upon the country'
dent
- to foistthe
signers of this truly natibnal manifesto was Nasib el Mitni,
A*ong

th!. Tillgraphc, the mosr respected of Lcbanese newspapers. On
tti, belovei6grri was assassinated, and the crime wa$.universally
Mrr--8, ,[e
i -t-o gor.mrrrenr-hi;d thugs. Demonstrations protesting the outrage
"r.iit
.*.ot th. .o,intrr. and on May g, in Tripoli, troops fired upon .one such mass

ow.rer*ditr ot

o"rfi*i"g, kiUil; fiftee., p.oplJand wounding one hundred and twenty-eight
men, women and ctrildren.
--tfrl *ri a"y, Chamoun clamped martial law on the country,.sent. regular
m"i1 squares; within another two days nationwide insurrecarmv units to
"ii
and has continued, somewhat sporadically, ever since'
country,
the
tion'srioDed
Rrra ?rJr'since the Lebanese army has become more and more unrcliable, until
bv lune. rqS8, as was lotorious throughout the world, it in fact refused to
pior..oti
i.rio,* hostilities upon th; numerous and varied rebel forces.
' Ch"-oun
"i-y himself became a more and more isolated figure, so that by fune
his only friend, quite literally, seemed to b! Mr. Dulles. This is why, as thc
New Siatesman riported (Iuli S, 1958) the President of the- country was forced
to an "increasing reliance'on arh.d Fascist irregulars.".At the same time-]une
i+--Ch"*o,rn irnoun.ed, quite illegally and arbitrarily, the outlawry of

the

three leading opposition political Parties.
That wai tt'gor.rn*.nt and ihis the "freedom" that U.S. troopc intervened

to secure-after the Iraqi revolution.
gor.rrr*.t t of King Hussein is,. if possible, more.rotten than
ft. )ordanian
'Chamoun.-Created
by Britaii, it is a prime example 9f th9 so<alled
that of
i
states." For a dozen years its treasury depended upon British subsidy;
"li*t
for
a shorr time it was paid ofi by saudi Arabia; today it is kept in businers by IJ.S. grants, mosi recently-in |uly.whef $3S millions were givln.tJrg
fi"g. it, Arniy was British-trainld, armed and officered; today 3,ooo British
troois occupy ih. .oo.rtry and maintain Flussein on his throne. In addition,

the United'States supplies tanks, machine-guns, ammunition and fuel.
When Hussein moved, early in the spring ol ryJJt to ratify the Eisenhower
Doctrine, a general strike swipt |ordan' T'he King turne'd loose his Britishtrained iloy"i Gurrd and slaughtered scores, while hundreds were arrested.
The Government itself was dismissed by the King, as being insufrciently eners1tic. The Manchester Guardian correspondent reported the installation of an

?uftrr.orr..rrative Cabinet" on April z3;lwo days later martial law was declared
throushout lordan. Meanlr,hile, units of the U.S. Sixth Fleet paid its resPects
to |or?an, and the Eisenhower Doctrine was approved. The.U.S. had,"won-r"
thriueh, quoting the same rePorter: "the suppression of political parties, the
banniiq oi publ'ic meetings, the suspension of Parliament, the arrest of poten-

tirllv'irbveisive' individual

s."
Nevertheless, as the lVall Strcet lournal

(luly zz, 1958)

confessed, though "an
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urmed camp atmosphere" prevailed, the "fortress. |ordan still is shaky." -Partially
to bolster furthcr ihis *urd.r and plunder racket, troops were scnt from the
confederated Iraq in the spring of 1958. Later, as the insurrection in Lebanon
gathered power, ieinforcementi were ordered into Jordan from Iraq, with the
c'lear intent to suppress the popular movements in Lebanon with a fordan-Iraqi

army. But this 6ove boomeianged, because- the troops and their o6cers re'

fused to obey the order to leave Iiaq, and rather used the -ePo1turyy given by
appearing to fulfill the order to overthrow the Iraqi Kingdom itself. _Having donc
this, in i matter of hours, the new revolutionary government of _Iraq then ordered its troops home from |ordan, and they reiurned, every last man aod
ofEcer among them, without a moment's hesitation.
The Ira{ monarchy was overrhrown and crumbled without a friend inside
the country to oy .rry, because its anti-popular, pro-imperialist, corrupt, and
brutal conduct had loit it all semblance-of support.

The Big Business weekly, U. S. Neuts and Woid Re pott (I"ly ,Sl 1958),.991$
its readers"that Iraq was a model of enlightened go19inry3t.r"q-that, "All
Iraq needed to conti;ue its progress was peace-and-stab-ility."- The. Big Business
daily, the N.Y. Herald Tibuie (I"ly ,S, r958)-cditorialized in..thc same vein,
that King Faisal and Premier Nuri es-Said were men "who did more

-the
Middle East to help their. people."
in
But on the same day, that same paPer published a report from Beirut written
by its Mid-East correspondent, Ioe Alex Morris, |r., declarin-g- that- the elections
frela in Iraq in May, i958 "were a farce." And, continued Mr' Morris:

"r*iiirrg
than an"y other

The discontent '[in Iraql ran deeper than political

considerations,

however. The poveity-stricliin and landles-s farmers, particularly.in the
south, have benifited iittt. if at all from a land reform program that has
gotten virtually nowhere in the last five years.

As for Premier and General and Pasha Nuri es-said, he "put his country's
in cold-storage," wrote f. H. Huizinga some time ago it_ The Re'
portn (ti^y tT, ry56)."In ry54, "he dissolved all political parties and m]uzzled'
ih. or.rr" ind'his i"uernment exercised the right to disband any party or assohis decree, "sows discord and disunion" that, citing
.irtii.r,.,such as
-and
""tr"d"
General and Pasha, this model
public." This Premier
among the
;i;
staresman of. ihe Hiald Tribune and U.S. Neuts, "ruled," said the New Statcsclemocracy

*i" it London (I,rly ,g, 1958) "through an alliance of-top Army. commanders
(;i;.;;ttt t"tg"-t'"t.-ao,iiti6"t of B*ritish tanks,. artillery and iets) and the
iiudal landow.r.i, . . . there were ro,ooo political prisoners, torture was regularly
and Nuri spent three times as-much on the police as on public edu-

;pt")r"d

cation."
Yes, indeed, there is the mo'del ruler for American Big Businessl. ..
"lnay.have
sil, rhi l;aot Timcs (Feb. 23, 1955) reported
-his worry lest Nuri
own Party, and reduced the
h.;1; ihorough,,-for thi man- diisoived
number of licenld newspapeis frcrn sixty to s€ven, and dismissod thousandq
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teachers and civil servants.

of the Baghdad Pact in February,

All this was in honor of the
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Demonstrations and rebdlions occurred regularly---on |une 18, rg58 a battle
-aircsts,
lasting three hours occurred in Baghdad itself; there were 5oo
rzo
were wounded and 43 were killed. These demonstrations were the result of
organiz,ational work by tle National Unity Fronr, formed early in 1957 and consisting of the National Congress Parry, the Baath Socialist Party, and-the Comgryni-st Parry That Unity Front was Iraq; and when the Army turned against
Faisal and Nuri, they were finished and the revolution succeeded. The Republic
of Iraq stands now for a foreign policy based on Bandung, for democratizxionol
life, and for social reform. Its revolution was intensely popular; its source lay

in the intolerable ty,rar_rfy of Nuri and in the courage and strength of the Irad
people, not in the Dulles<oncocted myth of "indirect aggression."
_ It is very lmportart to note, as was admitted by the entire commercial press
hgre and in England, that the United States and Great Britain were seriously

planning armed intervention to put down this new Iraqi Repubtic, and that this
was to be undertaken joindy with fordan, Lebanon, Turkey and Iran. The
grcatest danger persisx that sonte such interaention will yet tafte place. Surely
Admiral Hollowell is absurdly wtong when he says that the continued build-ulr
of American forces in Lebanon has "neither military nor political significanceJ'

its significance is religiousl
Meanwhile, the British reinforce their troops in ]ordan, in Aden, in Libya
and in Cyprus. Armed intervention in Iraq did not occur in mid-|uly because
of world public opinion, the stern warnings of the Soviet Union, and the absence
of any force or body whatsoever in Iraq with which srrch intervention forces
might work. But, I repeat, the ensuing weeks and months will see the sharpening of such dangers, unless Dulles brinkmanship meanwhile is significantly
Perhaps

leashed.

THE FUTURE OF ISRAEL
The further to the Right one moves in Israeli political life, the more fanatical
find devotion to an aggressive foreign_ policy, based upon contempt for
the rights and the lives of Arabs. The further to the Right one moves in fuabic
political life the more intense does one find anti-Islaeli feeling; the more fully
does this move in the direction of being anti-|ewish; and the rnore intently
is it desired to war upon Israel in order to put ofi the accomplishment of necessary
does one

social renovation.

On the latter point,

it will

as published, posthumously,

be well to read the last testament of Nuri es-Said
in Life Magazine, |uly 28, 1958. Here this staunch

Western friend, bulwark of the Eisenhower Doctrine and of the Baghdad Pact,
makes clear his intense hatred for Israel and his belief that its extermination is
necessary. Similarly, Dr. Fadhil |amali-for whom ]ohn Cabot Lodge deliverod
so moving, and premature, an obituary in the United Nations-former Foreign
Minister of the Iraqi monarchy, "was fanatically anti-Israe1." We are quoting
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lohn cogley of the editorial board of the liberal catholic weekly, commonwcd.
(August.r,.r95p)...Yr. C9s19f rlpoIl on his o-wn conversarions ,iittr JamAi, wtro
explained that he "thought the ]ewish State should be utterly destroved
oid
baldly therc ry"dq F
"oj
1o peace in the Middle East until it rias only'a memory.,,
_ From thc Israel Right comes the view that the Arab national reiolution must
be thwarted, else Israel will die. G. F. Hudson, writing in C-ommentary (August
;'Ariu
the.o.rgan of the American
,riity
f 958),
lewish committee, s"ays flatly trr"t
is the condition for crushing fsrael."
But to thwart the national revolution of the Arab peoples is not possible, let

alone

moral. Mr. Hudson himself admits this, wherefor.i" ,rrs., tliat Wesiern

(and Israeli) foreign poJicy.gear itself to the'1loss" of mosr of it. vriaate East,
fo5g.e a firm unity with rurkey, and conrinue to- exist as ar, armed camp, bristting
with enmity in tle center of one hundred million united and liberatei'Arabs. Israel-to de-pend
continued existence upon an alliance with the
-. for.in Arabic life, tiedfortoits
Right
Dulles and Macmillan, is doomed to failur.e for
the same reason thar the Arabic Right is_doomed to defeat, as are the Baghdad
Pact and the Eisenhower Doctrine. For Israel to depend for existence, aftEr the
demise of the Arahic Right,- upon friendship with I reactionary Turkey (and
how permanent is thatl), and the goodwill of Dulles and Macmilian, is foi Iirael
to certify its destruction. If Israel is to march into the future under t.l,e banner
of the Baghdad. Pact, with Dulles in the front and Macmillan in the rear, it will
march to certain and to bloody destruction.
Israel as an entity in the Middle East will live and can live in accondancr
with-Bandung..It can and.-will live by action which rectifies the unforgettable
atrocity of tearing one million innocent Arabic men and women froi their
homes and hurling them into fearful sufiering, and by action which bases itself
upon Arahfewish friendship and equality at home and outside its own limits.

Should Israel continue to pursue the policy of being a tail to the kite of France
or England or-Dtlle:s-, nothing..will..save it from the disaster that is manifestly

imminent for the Dulles-Macmillan line.
The line of reaction is the line of national catastrophe for Israel as for every

other state in the world.

CONCLUSION
Anglo-American imperialism has evolved a foreign policy which, in the modern world, replgser:ts moral"and political bankruptcy. The pursuit of that policy
threatens mankind's annihilation.
It is a policy that seeks to end recesion through war sqrres; tlut thinks in
rgth century miillary -terms and sees the Mid-East as a great strategic center
for war-making; that fears and hates all progressive social change and"bulwarks
feudal and quasi-fascist regimes, whose time has run out; that-aims at the delitruction of Socialism and the curbing of national liberation mov€ments, neither
of which is posible;.that aims-at scgun|g fantastic rates of profit made by grant
monopolies (especially in oil), but the days of such exploitation arc clearly d"rawirrg to a close.
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For all of these reasons, despite the enormous powcr of tlre Anglo-American
combine, the Dulles policy meets one disaster and one great setback after
another. Its bankruptcy is so glaring that it is seen and shouted by thc entire
wodd, including the majority of the American people.
The opposition to this policy at home is gathering momenturn. Publication
after publication-from the Wall Street loarnal to the Cleacland Plain Dealet',

the Sr. I-ouis Post-Dkpotch, the Christian Century, the Reporter, the Progressiae,
the Commonweal, the Chicago Daily Neus, the N. Y. Post, the l-os Angeles
Timcs, the Lorain (Ohio) lournal, the Denau Post, the Phoenix ($riz.) Republb, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, the Nashaille Tennessean, the entire Negro press
taken strong stands against Dulles' policies, and particularly against the
-have
intervention in the Middlc East. Individual after individual have so expressed
thcrnselves; readers by the hundreds and thousands in the publications named;
people like the Republican diplomat, Nicholas Roosevelt; columnists likc Walter
Lippmann; labor leaders like Walter Reuther, Carl Stellato and Hanl Bridges;
Democratic Party leaders like Senators Fulbright, Morse, Neuberger, llum-

phren etc.
Even the Gallup Poll of "Free World" public opinion reported (]uly z3)
that only 42 W cent of those polled said they approved U.S. intervention in
said, editorially (luly 16) that,
"The whole country closed ranks behind the President," it is hard to believe
it did not know it was lying; but whether it knew it or not, it certainly rvas

Irbanon. When the N. Y. Herald Tribune

mis-reading public opinion.
And what I have said above leaves out the deluge of world opinion against
the interventions. This was true, not only, of coutse, in the Socialist and colonial
areas-where live about two-thirds of humanity-but it was also true of Canada,

Great Britain, West Germany, Greece, Italy, Sweden, fapan, and

all

Latin

America.

It was, indeed, this storm of world opinion

that stopped the interventions
wholesale shooting and further advances (especially into Iraq); that
resulted in the recognition finally by Great Britain and the United States of the
Iraqi Republic; that led to trial balloons about emphasizing "indirect aggression";
and that, now, have resulted in the bursting of even those balloons.
Humanity outside the United States is disgusted with Dulles' foreign poli"y;
and, increasingly, the American public is penetrating the dense fog of Big Business
the existence of this world-wide hostility, and beginning
prop.ganda, appreciating
-nrassive
short

of

force, in the direction o{ demanding an end to brink'
manship, an end to besmirching the American flag by wrapping it around tyrannical and sadistic political gangsters like Hussein and Batista, Rhee and
Chiang, Trujillo and Chamoun.
Never was the oPportunity so great as it is right now to:

io mJve, witli

r)

Rernoue Dullcs.

z) Remwc US. toops lrom Lebanon, atd British troops trom lordan.
3) Forbid any further intcraention moacs.

4)
5)

6)
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Repudiate American comnitn ents, arbitrarily made by Dulles, undcr
the Boghdad Pact to -ccluc as policeman for con'upt and brutal regimcs.
Meet in a summit ga:theing with all tnajor and inuolocd poarcrs lor
agreemefit on minima required to guaraflree that war does not breaft
out.
Stop atomic-weapons testing and agrec to forward moaerncnts on general dismmament.

The majority of American people, I am convinced, support srrch a program
right now. With argumert, that maiority can be made into an overwhelming
and irresistible political force. 'fhe Dulles foreign policy is bankrupt; many

people in our country know it; mariy more sense it. In the ensuing weeks, and
especially with a climax in the November elections, that policy can be decisively
reversed, and the peace of the world made socure,

LABOR,

are on one hand that of a monoPolist
ideology which tends to refect the in'

0n labor and Political Action
By Albert

J.

teresttof the monopolists and, on the
other hand, an independent uend,

lacking consciousness and adequate
underslanding, but capable of becom-

Lima

Tnn Leaon Polrcy Sreraunrr
adopted by the ]une meeting of the
National Committee establishes e
general line for our trade union policy. It will be necessary to study and
elaborate on some of the sections of
the policy statement in order to spell

out a more definitive application of
the general line.
Among these are: peace and the labor movement, including the cold
war economy; the Negro.labor alliance; the perspectives for independent political action; and our tictical line on coalitions and program
within the labor movement. - We
should encourage studies by committees and individuals, arricles and debates based on an examination of the

trends and developments in labor.

The perspecrives for independent
political action have received some
attention in articles in Political Allairs last year, and in Gil Greenis
book, The Enemy Forgotten.
The Political Affairs arricles were
in the_ |anuary issue of ry57 by Merle
Brodsky of Northern California, and

PREVIOUS ARfiCLES.

Both articles dealt with our vanguard role in the labor movement.
Brodsky attempted to analyze the
trends and developments in the labor
moyement, while West approached
the question from a Marxiii-Leninist
theoretical viewpoint. Both writers
came to the conclusion that our vanguard role in labor should concentrate on contributing to the develop
ment of independent political action
and consciousness in the labor movement. They, in effect, propose that
this stage of the development of the
class consciousness

of iabor should

receive concentration and attention
comparable to that given to the task
ot.organizing the unorganized in the
3o's.

Brodsky's article goes into some detail on the organized strength of the
Iabor movement and its level of po_
litical expression. It concludes tirat

the labor movement has achieved an
elementary state of organization as a
class. He points out that it is now
no longer a question of whether labor should participate in political ac_
tion, but rather of what type should

i1 the Seprember issue by Jim West
of Illinois.

it be, and in what direction it will
lead. That the main ffends in labor
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ing this as the key task for our Party
with regard to the next stage of labor's development.
Since the articles were written,
many things have taken place to lend
weight to the idea projected by both

ing the dominant trend. He con- writers. What we need to try to esis es- tablish is the following: Is the labor
sential for an anti-monopoly coali- rnovement such, and are the ob'jec-

cludes that this development

tion and for the development of mass
socialist consciousness.
He indicates the probability of the

political expression of labor reactring at most the level of an antimonopoly stage-the curbing of the
economic and political power of the
monopolists. In this case the Proce-sl
of mais socialist consciousness would
be fought out within the framework
of the new political alignment or
party.

The article by |im West points out
that at the heart of the question of
socialism is the problem of the working class coming into the ieadership
oflhe nation. He states that all signs
point to the next stage in the steP
tlt
by-rt.p advance to leadership
"!
nation as being the emergence of the
American working class as an inde'
pendent political force in the life of
our country.
He compares this situation to that
faced by the workers and the PartY
in the thirties when the Party overcame its isolation by setting forth its
vaneuard tasks based on the tasks
faciig the working class at that time'
Both articles conclude that the
main content of our work should be
to contribute to organized labor solv-

tive conditions sudr, that this question can be singled out by our Party
as concentration for the entire Party,

namely, to help labor achieve the goal

of political

independence from the
monopolistsl Can this task be singled
out from among the many tasks and
issues as was done in the thirties
when the task of building the labor
movement in the basic industries-organizing the unorganized workers
--became the main theme and content of the work of the entire Partyl
The comrades have posed the question, and the development of our
labor policy requires an answer.
ASPECTS OF CLASSCONSCIOUSNESS

Lenin dealt with class

conscious-

ness as having three aspects: first,
the development of trade union consciousness; second, the development
of political consciousness; and third,
the ideological stage which results
in the workers seeing the need of a
new social system and how to go
about the job of achieving socialism.
Lenin pointed out that the history
of the labor movement indicates that
the first two aspects are achieved
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in

various parts of the country
which clearly indicated that laboi
dictions of the capitalist system. was on the verge of achieving politiThe growth of industry and the ex- cal independence. These foims dcploitation of the workers lends itself veloped in various states where
to the achievement of trade union Farmer-Labor coalitions and parties
consciousness.
emerged, in the Epic movement in
As the unions grow and fight for California, and in the. building of
their place in the world, they are the American Labor Pirty in Itew
forced into the political arena. The York.
control of the state by big business
The American Labor party had
enables it to throw the weight of sufficient base in labor and enough
politics against the workers. Laws mass support, especially from classare enacted the courts hand down conscious workers and the Negro
rulings, and labor is forced into the and Puerto Rican communities,'as
political arena of struggle much as it well as sections of the |ewish comis forced into the economic arena by munity, that it was able to carry on
thc challenge of the ruling class.
yigorggs_ activities in New york poOf course, the trade union leader- litical life until rgr5o.

it as a result of the experiences of
the workers, flowing from the contraby

ship has always been part and parcel

Our Party had agitated during this

of politics, but eventually the needs enttre period tor a Farmer_Labor
and demands of the class transcend Party and many unions adopted resothe tenuous political ties of the lead- lutions in support of this^demand.
ership with corrupr bourgeois politics. Nationally, Labor's Non-partisan
The fierce struggles associated League conducted vigorous camwith the building of the CIO in the paigns on issues and candidates. Cerbasic industries, the emergence of a tainly the stage was set for the U.S.
new stage in the struggle for Negro labor movement to follow the path
rights, and the fierce resistance of the established by labor in the couniries
workers and farmers and middle of
.Euro.pe-the forming of their own
class people against the efiects

of the political party.
into the poHowever, the outbreak of World
-in
major force
War II, and the flexibility of the two-

depression moved labor

litical arena as a

American politics.

By

1937, ]ohn

Strachey was predictiag

that

the
United States labor movemenr had
reached the stage where the immediate emergence of a labor party was
inevitable.

In fact, there developed many
forms of independent political action

party

system,_

plus some peculiar elec-

toral methods which retard the development of third political p"r,io
,l.ouI country, combined to head ofi
thrs development.
The next period in which the oos_
sibility of breaking with the poiitical control of the *onopolirt,

emerged was ry47-48. Once again

there were many factors Present
which indicated the possibilities of

such a development.

The end of World War II, which
unified all anti-fascist forces to smash
the military power of fascism, gave
way to the divisive eflects of the
cold-war political and economic tactic of the imperialists of the United
States and all other capitalist countries.

Roosevelt had died and the New

Deal period had come to an end.
The need was present, but the
willingness and determination of decisive sections of the labor movement
was not. The move toward a third

party was premature and abortive
and the two party system was more
secure than ever, because of the split
in the labor movement and the expulsion of the progressive unions from
the CIO. From that point the decisive infuence of the CIO on the
political and economic life of our
country began to wane.
Thus, we have examined the ques-

tion twice before at ten year intervals
and it is being posed once again.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
What are the developments which
proposed
by Brodsky and Westl The labor
movement is today faced with a combined judicial, legislative, and economic drive which is of mounting
seriousness. The use of the TaftHartley law under the Eisenhower
have lent weight to the ideas

6t

Administration is becoming more
and more menacing to organized
labor. The present NLRB board
is increasing its fuil utilization of
this law as a major weapon against
organized labor. It is one of the
main factors which has blocked the
organization of the unions in the
South. Recent rulings present labor
with very dangerous precedents
which can enable scabs and strikebreakers to bankrupt the unions
through damage suits.
The McClellan Committee has pro-

vided a forum for a propaganda at-

tack on organized labor which

has

paved the way for a raft of anti-labor

bills. If

these bills become law (and
of the capitulation of Meany
and the top leadership of the labor
movement, many of them will be
adopted), the labor movement \Mill
become the most government-controlled labor body in any industrial
country in the wodd. On the eco
nomic front, the fact that the United
Automobile Workers are today without a contract, for the first time since
ry37, indicates the serious situation
which confronts organized labor.
So today we find that the situarion
which confronts labor on the judicial, legislative and economic fronts
has drastically changed, and that the
perspectives are for a sharp and difficult struggle on all of these fronts.
To be confronted with this danger
will not of itself guaranree that labor will rise to the challenge. If one
judges solely by the actions of the
most important leaders of the labor
because

6z
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movement, the answer will be nega- labor to begin to rely more and more
tive. But what trends are beginning on its own strength to solve and meet
to emerge?
these problems.
There is a definite uend which
We have also witnessed, in Califorindicates the possibilities of winning nia, Iabor reacting to the needs of
important sections of the labor move- other classes. They have supported
ment to organize and act indepen- the initiative to eliminate thi sales
dendy of the two major parties. For tax and boost the income tax on
example, in California, the labor middle and upper brackets. They
movement is not relying on the
lave.qrgre. recently voted ro ruppoit
Democratic and Republican Parties the tnltlative to write the r6o-acre
to guarantee the struggle against the limitation into the State ConstituRight-to-Work *reat. It has tion.for farms using water from pub.
plunged into independent political ac- hc dams.
tion in a major way and in a more
This measure has the wholehearted
aggressive manner than for many
luppgrt of the family farmers of
years.
California. When the state AEL
When labor was faced with the executive committee made public its
joint threat of Knowland and the support of this measure, it stated that
Right-to-Work, it met this challenge it did so to help the farmers with
and rnoved as a class. It had the im- the.hope of winning their support
petus of t}te economic depression to to defeat the Right-ro-Work.
impel it forward. But labor moved
The labor movement is reportedlv
as one against the basic and funda- organizing_ committees to biing thl
mental issues of the anti-labor drive Riglrt+o-Work issue to the lV.gro
and Mexican-American communities.
and the economic depression.
What are the perspectives for labor Involved in this move is the recogin regard to these two issues I Is nition that this anti-labo, -.rrui.
the anti-labor drive going to recede can win some support in these comand is the economic picture going munities because of the discriminato reach again the level of the post- tory practices in California.
war booml The answer is no on

both counts.

The antilabor drive is being impelled by the monopolists and will
grow. The ability of the sysrem to
pull itself up by the bootstrap method of war economy has reached its
limits. Labor will be faced with increased anti-labor attacks and economic problems. The outlook is for

These developments are yet a lone
thi politic,ai
lnrlependence of labor in this iountry,

ya.f frop establishing

and a long hard road ,.mainu to 6.
travelled. But for us, and for the
entire Left, it is necessary to trv to
determine the potential and th. .'u.r_
tual outcome in order to map out
tactics and activities.
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BRITISH EXPERIENCE

But as it became clear to labor that

G. D. H. Cble in his History of the
Second lfiternational has a section
dealing with the development of the
Labor Party in England.
In r9oo, a conference was held with

the Liberal Party was not capable of
serving its interests, the shift away
was very rapid.
The Labor Party emerged with a
strong, but very minor, socialist sector. It was not until the Labor Party
had existed for some time that as a

representation

from unions with

It was decided that a "Labor Representation
Committee" be established. Its role
was to popularize the idea of Labor
members running for Parliament,
and it functioned in cooperation with
the Liberal Party, with which Labor
was identified.
In r9or, a court injunction was issome 4oorooo members.

sued against the workers on the
Taf[-Vale railroad in South Wales.
This decision destroyed the legal
rights of trade unions and made
strikes for all practical purposes il-

party

it adopted a socialist perspec-

tlve.

In our country the labor movement
is essentially tied to the Democratic

lr_rry. While it has developed

COPE and LLPE, Iegislative com-

mittees and other such forms,

it

con-

tinues to use the Democratic Party
as the main form for supporting candidates.

Gil Green in his book concludes
that the period ahead for labor will
be determined by whether it will be
possible for the ruling class to conlegal.
solidate difierences to" the same deLabor became more active politi- gree as_in the past, and by the level
cally, and in the 19o6 elections some of understanding reached by the
zg labor candidates were elected to pllula1 forces making up the coaliParliament. In ryo7 another court tion. In other words, fusl they have
injunction was adopted which il- nothing to lose by striking out on
legalized the use of union funds for their own; and second, tiey have
political purposes.
the potential strength to ma(e their
From rgro to r9r4, there was an own- bid for political power with a
upcurge of labor political action, and good chance of success.
a final split with the Liberal Party.
In the chapter on "process of poFollowing the war the Labor Party litical Realignmenr," he gocs into
emerged as the major electoral chal- detail on those peculiar factirs which
lenge to t}re Conservatives and the retard the emergence of third parties
Liberal Parry becalne a minority par- rn our country.
ty in British politics, which it has AMERICAN
PECULIARITIES
remained to this day. In 19o6, the
Liberal Party had won an overThe fust has to do with the elec_
whelming victory with labor suppo,rr. toral college sysrem of electing a,
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president and vice-president at large.
This requires winning a majority-of
electoral votes-nor a majority of popular votes. If there are three candi-

dates, with no majority of electoral
votes, the election is thrown into the
House _ of Representatives. Th.y
must choose from among the high-

est runners-up, but each state casts
a-unjt vote of one, and a majority
of all the stares elects the presideni.
Thus, the election of president and
vice-president at large tends to
strengthen the two-party system. In
Europe, Parliament elects the premier and it is to the advantagC of
labor to have its own representatives

to form coalitions in Parliament to influence the voting for premier and cabinet.
Also, in the European countries'
some form of proportional representation exists and minority parties
have a chance of being repreiented
in accordance with their strength.
Here, the winners are determined
by majority or pluralities, which excludes. even strong minority parties
trom having any representation. So
the idea of not throwing away your
elected

vote

.had a strong _acceptance among

the Amerlcan workers.

A second major obstacle is the sectional differences in our country. The

white workers in the South

are

made to fcel a kinship for the white

supremacists. The farmers of the
Middle West have been made to feel
a close tie to the big capitalist farmers in their own state rather than to
the small farmers in the South or the

workers

in the industrial

LABOR AND POLITICAL ,\CTION
areas.

Green makes clear that the most
formidable block has been the ob-

jective
_situatior5 the ability to overcome the economic depressions, and
the break-up of the developing antimonopoly coalitions.
But the parricular factors of our
electoral system, the size and make-

up of our country, and the elasticity
of the all-class two-party ,ystem, has
up until now prevented the emergence of a political vehicle which
could combine the labor movement
and its allies to establish political
independence.

!"b"t,

without an

independent

political party, has tried in orri *ay or
another to make up to some extent
for this lack. It his formed COPE

and LLPE, and previously Labor,s
Non-Partisan Leigue, as pressure
g.-o.ups

-

to

express

its

independent

political needs within the framework

of the two-party system. This is

akin

to. the large body of independent
voters rn..our country, many of whom

register "Decline to State', in primaries, and who shift their suppoit from

one party to another. The middle
class and professional people have
organized ADA which- is- another
fgrm for independent political ac_

tron.

, In

other countries, where labor

has formed an independent political
party, welfare issues are adopted as

laws. In our country, the
la-bor movement has pr.rr.i' fo,
"fringe benefits,, which embodu

national

elements adopted as national

-ro,

f"*, ii

other collntries. This has been particularly true in recellt years and has
been a further expression of the U.S.
workers' attempt to take up the slack

of a lack of a political party of

its

own.

The International Longshoremen's
and Warehousemen's Union on the
West Coast has been discussing this
question and formally adopted l gene.ral program for arr independent political grouping. Their iole ln ihe
Right-to-Work fight in California has
been a positive contribution to the
entire labor movement, while maintaining a sharp and critical attitude
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'tl-ris
pertine nt to
discussion.
What is pertinent is that rhere can be
no perspective of a developrnent of
mass socialist consciousness without

is not

decisive sections

of the labor move-

ment achieving the level of political
consciousness. Lenin considers one

of the necessary elements of achieving political consciousness is that the
working class rvili become the champicns of the needs of other classes of
people. Essential for an eflective
anti-monopoly coalition in our coun-

try will be the

emergence of tne
worl<ing class, moving as a class and

a level of understanding
r,r'hich elevates it above its owrr narl
ship of the AFL in California.
row class interests to the recognition
There is no need for tl-re labor of the needs of other classes.
movement in the United States to fol- ' This can be a key question
for our
low the pattern of the British labor Party. It is a question for full examitou,ard the slowness of the top leader-

it is interesting that
the experiences of the labor mor.ment there follorved the general pertern srrmmarized by Lcnin orr the
three aspects of the'development of
movement, but

class consciousness.

Whether labor adopts a socialist
perspective in connection r.vith a new
political realignment in this country

achieving

nation and debate. Tire correct an_
s\vcrs cxn be a major factor in reestabllshing our role in labor. Our
participation in full-fledeed discussion
and debate can mal<e i contribution

ro r:stabljshing clariry in the entire
left. Wc should, thcrefore, give ir

major attention.

DAMNED . . . AND BANNED . .
BUT GRO TING! WHY?

.

Marxjsm has been damned incessantly and banned repeatedly-but
not been reJuted. Eighty years ago th. brt.h.. of the paris comrlrune announced: "!{ow we ar.e
f,nished with Communism.!r, He was
wrong. Twenty-five years ago, Hitler, taking power, shouted: <We haoe
destroyed communism; we shalr rule or oliorrnnd years!,t rn his
first
f

it

has

as-sertion, Hitler, too, was
988 years.

wro.g; in

his second ass"ition, he ,rissed by

While all this has been going on, disillusionment with and renegacy
{rom Marxism have also proceedid. The disiirusionment and the ..r"[u.y

were_always oroclaimed as decisive evidences of the obsorescence or faiucy
of Marxism. Yet, somehow, Marxism persists; and today has more nu_
merous adherents than any other philosophy in the world.

In the United States there is one monthly magazine which is a
partisan of that philosophy, which seeks, with the Ugt t ;t afiords, to
illuminate the domestic and the wbrid-wide scenes. ihat masazine is
P.olitictl A f airs; there, and only.there in the united states, wilr"one find
the viewpoint of Marxism-Leninism conveyed every month. There, and
only there, eich month, wiil the reader be able to find.what the communists think-not what George sokolsky or walter Lippmann or Max
Lerner say the communists think, but what they think in fact and as
expressed by themselves.

We believe these thoughts are more profound, more revealing, and
more truthful than any others. Be that n, it
-uy, they are significait and
must be weighed by any person who rn.ants to understand ihe world in
which he lives. -ro get those thoughts first-hand, quickly and regularly,

you must read Political

Af airs.
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